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Abstract 

In this thesis, we explore the design, computation, and experimental analysis of 

photonic crystals, with a special emphasis on structures and devices that make a 

connection with practically realizable systems. First, we analyze the propenies of 

photonic-crystal: periodic dielectric structures that have a band gap for 

propagation. The band gap of periodically loaded air column on a dielectric 

substrate is computed using Eigen solvers in a plane wave basis. Then this idea is 

extended to planar filters and antennas at microwave regime. The main objectives 

covered in this thesis are: 

• Computation of Band Gap ongm in Photonic crystal with the abet of 

Maxwell's equation and Bloch-Floquet's theorem 

• Extension of Band Gap to Planar structures at microwave regime 

• Predict the dielectric constant - syntb:siztd dielatric cmstant of the substrates 

when loaded with Photonic Band Gap (pBG) structures in a microstrip 

transmission line 

• Identify the resonant characteristic of the PBG cell and extract the equivalent 

circuit based on PBG cell and substrate parameters for microstrip 

transmission line 

• Miniaturize PBG as Defected Ground Structures (DGS) and use the 

propeny to be implemented in planar filters with microstrip transmission line 

• Extended the band stop effect of PBG / DGS to coplanar waveguide and 

asymmetric coplanar waveguide. 

• Formulate design equations for the PBG / DGS filters 

• Use these PBG / DGS ground plane as ground plane of microstrip antennas 

• Analysis of filters and antennas using FDID method 
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Photonic crystafs have attracted much attention these years. 71ie 
sincere effort in this thesis is to e~end the principfe of Photonic 
(j3andgap to !Microwave regime.}I Grief introduction to the concept 
of Photonic crystafs and a review of past worl(is presented in this 
chapter of the thesis. ([)ifferent theoretica{ approaches used for 
anafysis is afso presented. 71ie chapter condudes with a fayout of 
the organization of the thesis. 

1.1 Dynamical theory of the electromagnetic field 

In 1864, James derk 11axwell revealed the equations underlying all phenomena in 

electricity and magnetism through n A dynamical theory of the electromagnetic 

field" [1]. This remarkable work laid bare the deep connections between the 

electricity of Franklin, the magnetic lodestones of the ancient mariners, and the 

light that had filled the first eyes gazing into the heavens. The theory shortly 

thereafter verified by Heinrich Hertz and thus began the new age of wireless 

communication. And yet Maxwell's equations, encompassing as they are, were only 

the beginning. Maxwell's electromagnetism has figured prominently in every 

subsequent advance of physics, from quantum mechanics to relativity to the 

"standard model" of particle theory. Today, the same basic theory provides us with 

the use of radio, television and mobile phones. 

Of course, it is not enough to understand electricity and magnetism - one must also 

comprehend the material upon and within which those forces operate. Maxwell knew 

the behavior of certain kinds of materials, such as dielectrics and has predicted in his 

equations the reflection, refraction and dispersion of the electromagnetic waves when 

they interact with these materials. This knowledge led the quest to know "what sort of 

material can afford control over wave propagation?" 
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C1upter-l 

1.2 Waves Trapped? 

The importance of waves in the natural and the man-made world can hardly be 

overestimated. We see and we hear through waves. We transmit infonnation 

through waves. We understand and control the electrical, magnetic and other 

properties of metals and semi-conductors through electronic waves. 

Imagine an electron propagating through a semiconductor crystal. The crystal 

lattice provides a periodic potential to the electron allowing propagation only in 

certain energy bands in certain directions. Strong lattice potential can extend the 

forbiddance in all possible directions resulting in a complete band gap, as between 

valence and conduction bands. Energy bandgap concept of solid state electronic 

materials can be extended to electromagnetics which provide a means to control 

and manipulate electromagnetic waves. 

Optical analogy of electronic semiconductors the Photanic crystals (PO allows 

tailoring the properties of photons thus controlling the flow of light. The 

underlying concept of these materials stems from the early notions by 

Yablonovitch [2]. The first proposed Photonic crystal was for spontaneous 

emission control. Spontaneous emission of light is a major natural 

phenomenon, which is of great practical and commercial importance. For 

example, in semiconductor lasers, spontaneous emission is the major sink for 

threshold current, which must be surmounted in order to initiate lasing. In 

hetero-junction bipolar transistors (HBTs) , which are non-optical devices, 

spontaneous emission nevertheless rears its head. In some regions of the 

transistor current-voltage characteristic, spontaneous optical recombination of 

electrons and holes determines the HBT current gain. In solar cells, 

surprisingly, spontaneous emission fundamentally determines the maximum 

available output voltage. We shall also see that spontaneous emission 
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determines the degree of photon number state squeezing, an important ne .. v 

phenomenon in the quantum optics of semiconductor lasers. Thus the ability to 

control spontaneous emission of light is expected to have a major impact on 

technology. The easiest way to understand the effect of a photonic bandgap on 

spontaneous emission is to take note of Fermi's golden rule. At high 

frequencies, metals become more and more lossy. These dissipative losses allow 

for virtual modes, e\'en at frequencies which would normally be forbidden. 

Therefore it makes sense to consider structures made of positivc-dielectric

constant materials such as glasses and insula[(}rs, rather than metals. These can 

ha\'e very low dissipation, e\'en all the way up to optical frequencies. This is 

ultimately exemplified by optical fibers which allow the light propagation onr 

many kilomcters. with negligible losses. Such positive-dielectric constant 

materials can have an almost purely dielectric response with low resistive losses. 

I f arrayed into a three-dimensionally periodic dielectric structure, a photonic 

bandgap should be possible, employing a purely real reactive dielectric response 

and the structure proposed by Yablonovitch for spontaneous emission control 

is shown in Figure 1.2.1. 

Dlelechlc 

Figure 1.2.1 The Yabono\ire srructure consists of a dieleclnc sb.b in which a 
triangular arrar of holes IS drilled. (1989) 
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Actually. a form of photonic crystal can be found in nature, producing the 

iridescent colors of abalone shells. butterfly wings. and some crystaUine minerals. 

Some naturally occurring photonic crystals - Morph butterfly and Peacock Feather 

is shown in figure 1.2.2. But, these beautiful materials archetypically comprise 

alternating microscopic layers of two substances (or two arrangements of the same 

substance) and are only periodic in one direction. 

Indeed there was no assurance in 1987 that any photonic band gap materials could 

ever be produced experimentally with available refractive indexes. The search for a 

three dimensional (3-D) photonic band gap entailed numerous blind alleys and 

false starts, culminating in 1990 with rhe remarkable theoretical discovery that the 

diamond crystal geometry provided an ideal system for gaps at microwave 

frequencies and ftrSt experimental demonstration of a 3-D photonic band gap 

material was done. 

L P. Biro et al 
(2003) 

J. Zi etal 
(2003) 

Figure 1.2.2 Some natural occurring Phoron;c crystals 

The idea of «photonic crystals" started from the notion of Bragg condition m 

periodic structures under which light at particular wavelengths completely reflects 

off such structures 

6 



Introtfuction 

Vector-wave-based solutions implemented using the plane wave expansion (PWE) 

method for Ma>.."well's equations, being developed by Lcung et oL 131, Zhang et oL 

l4}, and 110 et oL [51. offered the potential of ftnding a true two-dimensional (2-D) 

phoconic band-gap structure. Indeed, soon thereafter, a structure that possesses a 

full photonic band-gap was identified. Theoretical work by 110 eta! [51 confumed 

the existence and structure of the first (3-D) photonic crysta~ the diamond 

dielectric structure. 

As shown in Figure 1.2.3, there arc three diffcrcm types of periodic strucrures; 

namely, one-dimensional (1 D), [\\'o-dimensional (2D), and three-dimensional (3D) 

periodic structures [61-

l-D 2-D 3-D 

Figure 1.2.3. Enmples of one, two and three-dimensional photomc 
crystals. The different cotors represent different \"alues o f 
the dielectric constant. 

' Ine main advantage of 3D over 2D periodic structures is their flexibility to channel 

light in any direction. Ths means, regardless of the type of polarization or the 

direction of propagation, light in certain hand of frequencies cannot propagate in 

3D photonic crystals. 

I n a PC, the "periodic potential is due to a lattice of macroscopic dielectric media 

instead of atoms. If the dielectric materials of the crystal!' are different enough, and 

the absorption of light by the material is minimal, then the scattering at the 
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interfaces can produce many of the same phenomena for photons as atomic 

potential does for electrons. Photonic crystals have periodic scatterers and when 

the period (separation between the scatterers) is in the order of wavelength of light 

the reflections and refractions will cancel the scattered as weD the forward moving 

light. Energy being conserved, these are forbidden from entering the crystal. 'I his 

happens no maner what direction the light is coming from, in a certain range of 

wavelengths called the pholonic band gap (pBG). The basic physical reason for the 

rise of gaps lays in the coherent multiple scattering and interference of waves inside 

the crystal - the Bragg resonance of the waves with the crystal structure. Such a 

medium impervious to light can be used to make "optical wire" (by carving a 

tunnel through the material) from which no light can deviate or a cavity at the 

cen[er of the crystal in which a beam of light is trapped - "optical cage". lbe opal 

suggested by S.John etal is shown in Figure 1.2.4. 

S.John 
(1999) 

Figurel.2.4 0p1I 

1.3 Band Gap at Microwave Regime 

Electromagnetic wave propagation in periodic dielectric media is analogous to 

electron-wave propagation in semiconductor crystals. Although fundamentally 

different propagation mechanisms are involved, preliminary results suggest that at 
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11111l:1ffuclion 

microwave and millimetcr-wave fn.'quencies the propagation charactenstics of 

these cryst'als can be manipulated by carefully designing and fabricating structures 

composed of regions of differing dielectric constants. McCall et aL 171 were the first 

to calculate and measure microwave propagation and reflection In a two-

dimensional (2-D) array of low-loss high-dielectric-constant cylinders. A dielectric 

structure that exhibits complete b-and gap (3-D) for microwaves developed by 

Yablonovitch [61 by drilling air cylinders in a material of refractive index 3.6 is 

shown in Figure 1.3.1. 

Yablonovltch 
(1993) 

Figure 1.3.1 PUG offcringComplclc Bandgap for M;crowaves 

PBG properties in the optical region are scalable to \vide range of frequencies. 

Photonic crystals or Photonic band gap (PBG) materials in general referred as 

rltdromagnrtk band-g<lp (1:.BG) materials or rlrdromagnelij' cry.l"/a/!· (hC,J arc 

inhomogeneous strucrures composed of periodic regions of material with a 

specific permittivity immersed in a homogeneous background of different 

permittivity. These artificial, composite structures have been found to have 

unique properties that arc adyantageous in app lications im-oh-ing semiconductor 

integrated circuits. The possible applications of these photonic crystals arc 

numerous, including inhibition and enhancement of spontaneous emission [3], 

fabrication of wavcguidcs from planar slabs (81 and filters f9, 101. Photonic crystal 
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Oupter-l 

finds applications in suppressing harmonics in microstrip patch antenna [11, 12) 

increases the power output and efficiency of power amplifiers [13), Frequency 

tuning [14] and also in design of reflectors [15] and microstrip filter 

superconducting films[16). Periodic electromagnetic structures are commonplace 

in many of the items we rely on every day - from the magnetron in a microwave 

oven to the ultraviolet radiation protection provided by polarized sunglasses. 

Although previous research had focused almost exclusively on optical and quasi-optical 

applications for the PBG materials, it quickly became apparent that numerous 

applications for similar periodic structures in the microwave and infrared frequency 

range were being developed. It is the pwpose of this wOIk to analyze periodic 

structures to detennine effective and realizable uses for microwave circuits and 

antennas. The easiest 'Way proposed to implement an Electromagnetic crystal in 

micro'Wave region consists in etching a periodic pattern of cirrles on the ground plane 

[17]. This way, deep and wide stop bands are obtained while employing a technique 

compatible with monolithic technology. Two-dimensional {2D} periodic patterns were 

first used, ahhough taking advantage only of the periodicity along the conductor strip 

direction {effective 1D structure}. In fact, due to the high confinement of the fields 

around the conductor strip, it is possible to use 1D periodic patterns [18] obtaining 

similar behavior as the 2D structures, while reducing the transversal dimension of the 

device. Due to the unique feature of wide rejection band in the millimeter 'Wave or 

micro'Wave range, PBG structures have been widely applied to microwave devices to 

improve their performances [19,20). In Shielded Structures Electromagnetic Bandgap 

Metal Plates is used for Parallel Plate Mode Suppression [21). The concept of PBG in 

microstrip technology is extended to coplanar 'Wave guide (aW) for band rejection 

[22, 23, 24) which helps in the application of :MMIC applications. Subsequent 

experimental demonstration in the microwave domain, have led to extensive 

theoretical and experimental activity, aimed at the optimization of PBG structures for 

the visible domain and the exploration of their potential applications. 

10 



Introduction 

1.4 Some Applications of Photonic Band Gap materials 

The absence of any propagating modes in a photonic crystal can suppress sIxmtaneous 

emission for photons with frequencies within the gap. The ability to confine and 

control electromagnetic "\\'aves in three dimensions would have imp'.mant implications 

for quantum optics and quantum-optical devices: the modification of black-body 

radiation, the localization of light to a fraction of a cubic "\\'avelength, and thus the 

realization of single-mode light-emitting diodes, are but a few examples. PBG materials 

can also be used in frequency selective mirrors, band-pass filters and resonators. By 

introducing controlled line or point defects in the crystals one can observe localization 

of electromagnetic "\\'aves leading to the fabrication of planar "\\'aveguides that can bend 

at shatp angles (even 90°). Some of the applications of PBG are illustrated in detail in 

the following section. 

Periodic thin-film dielectric resonator: Photonic technology, using light instead of 

electrons as a unit of information, is increasingly replacing electronics in 

communication and information management systems. Lght has several advantages 

over the electron. It can travel in a dielectric material at much greater speeds than an 

electron in a metallic wire. Lght can also cany a large amount of information per 

second The bandwidth of dielectric materials is significantly larger than that of metals. 

Funhermore, photons are not as strongly interacting as electrons, which help reduce 

energy losses. 

Periodic thin-film dielectric resonator with the presence of la:aliztd modes with high Q

factors can be manufactured using PBG technology. The bandgap in transverse wave 

vector (at fixed frequencY) created by the grating can also be used to reduce the 

number of guided modes that would otherwise appear in a layer of the same average 

refractive index. In this "Way, multi-mode "\\'aveguide can be made in 'Which all but the 

lllghest order modes are suppressed, rendering the structure signal-mode. 

11 



Photonic Bandgap Dielectric Waveguide Filter. Conventional metallic wavcguide 

filter, although shows very good performance, is difficult to manufacture due to its 

large size and sensitive to fine-tuning. A s[1\.lcture that keeps almost all significant 

properties of a conventional metallic rectangular waveguide which is much easier for 

mass production and is much smaller in size can be achieved using PBG technology. 

PSG dielectric waveguide filter is a guiding S[1\.lcturc which comprises three rows of 

plated-through-holcs at each side of the PBG dielectric waveguide and m'o plated 

through- holes are used as the coupling structure between two resonators. These two 

plated-through-holes can be fabricated using the same process as the PBG array. The 

input and output coupling S[1\.lcturc is formed by two similar plated-through holes. It 

directly couples the energy from the feeding 50 n microstrip lines. The radiation loss 

caused by wide microstrip width is not a problem for the new ft.lter, because its 

substrate dielectric constant is relatively high. Tuning is not required for this PBG 

dielectric waveguide filter because the fabrication tolerance of the PeS process can be 

controlled relatively well than that of the machined metallic waveguide. lbus a 

dielectric waveguide fdter [49J can be made by a two dimensional PSG s[1\.lCturc. Two 

50 n microstrip lines incorporating with a newly proposed external coupling S[1\.lcturc 

fed the filter. lbis fdter has demonstrated small size, low loss, and easy to manufacture. 

"The PSG waveguide filter is sho\'\ll in the Figure 1.4.1. 

12 
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Intrfufudion 

Parallel Plate Mode Suppression in Shielded Structures: Metal plate structure 

incorporated with electromagnetic bandgap holes finds use as metal shields with 

the capability of suppressing the propagation of unwanted parallel plate mode. The 

holes can be of any shape and the periods of those holes should be selected to ha~ 

the guided wavelength of the parallel plate mode at a desired center frequency of 

suppression. At X·band these PBG structures parallel mode suppression practically 

with an adclitional attraction of avoicling crosstalk [SO]. Th, parallel plate guide 

excited with Hplane horn is depicted in Figure 1.4.2. 

Figure 1.4.2 Paralld plate guide excited with J-I.pJane horn 

Debasis 
D,,,,, (2002) 

Microstnp Hybrid Ring: PBG cells can be incorporated mto the curved 

microstrip line, where it has no extra insenion loss introduced in the ring hybrid. 

Compact microstrip 1800 ring hybrid incorporating six curved PBG cells 

embedded in the ring as shown in Figure 1.4.3. 

In addition, the slow· wave effect generated by the periodic PBG cells reduces the 

overall phJ"ical size of the ring hybrid. This design is potentially useful for 

applications in microwave· integrated circuits. The PBG cells do no affect the 

bandwidth and amplitude of the transmission coefficients when embedded into the 

microstrip device. Therefore, we can use conventional procedures to design the 

ring hybrid [51]. 
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KamMan Shum 
I - (2001) 

"'" 

Figure 1.4.3 (a) Curved PBG ccU layout, (b) Layoul of me nng 
hybnd With the proposed PBG ceUs. 

L ow-Pass Filter: Filtering is one of the most Important parts of microwave 

circuit systems. Filters can be implemented with shunt stubs or stepped

impedance lines in a microstrip circuit, but these techniques require large circuit 

layout size and provide a narrow band and a spurious pass band in stop band. 

Photonic bandgap (PBG) structures have been considered as an alternate to 

solve these problems in microwave circuit applications. Many researchers have 

proposed and demonstrated several PBG structures for microstrip circuit 

application with f!leering characteristics [1 1J, t13], [171. A serial connection of 

several different PBG structures for wide rejection bandwidth requires large 

size and had a limitation of compactness in microstrip circuit applications. 

Some of the PBG structures used as filters arc demonstrated in Figure t .4.4 and 

that offers a wide bandwidth in Figure 1.4.5. 
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Figure 1.4.4 ·["wo of I'BG structures that are used as fi lter 

\'(lidc stop band can also be achicycd by two m'w lattices to build up twu PHG 

structures which haH' different stop bands \52\. This builds up twu different stop 

bands. and it results in a wide stop band \vith gooJ perfonnance. Bt:caust: it is 

achieved with a parallel connection of t\vo different PBG structures, this stnJCturc 

has the wide stop band characteristic without an increment in si%e. 

Figure 1.4.5 PBG structures for creating wide stop bands (2(1("l() 

The 1-D periodic PBG structure for the fmite-width conductor-b<lCkn.l copbnar 

wayeguide (fW-CBCPW) can act as a band stop fliter \231. Unlikt: the com"t:ntional 

PBC; strucrun:s for the microstrip linc and the coplanar wayeguide (CP\\-), which 

arc typically placed on one of the si,!,'Tlal strips and the ground plane, this PBG cdl 
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is etched on both the signal strip and the upper ground plane of FW-CBCPW, 

resulting in a novel circuit element that exhibits remarkable stop band effect 

The low-pass ftlter with lower cut-off frequency and wider rejection bandwidth is 

constructed from a serial connection of the PBG cells. 1bis fonns a structure with 

more flexibility, higher compactness, lower radiation loss, and easier in~gration 

with the uni-planar circuits. 

PBG structures in the ground plane of coplanar waveguide can be implemented by 

etching holes in the ground plane with an open connected with the gap between 

strip line and ground plane (22}. At the resonant frequencies of the periodic 

structure, there exists a stop band for the transmission of microwave signals. 1bis 

provides an effective methcxi to suppress higher order hannorucs in active circuits. 

Mixed-SignaJ System AppJiations: PBG structure with alternating impedance 

PBG (AI-PBG) can be used for isolation in mixed signal systems [53). PBG 

structure can be realized with metal patches etched in the ground plane (or in the 

power plane depending on design) connected by metal branches to fonn a 

distributed IrC network (where L is inductance and C is capacitance). In this 

structure, a metal branch introduces additional inductance while the metal patch 

and the corresponding part of the other solid plane mainly fonn the capacitance 

and is presented in Figure 1.4.6 
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Substrate for Antennas: PBG structures have been integrated with patch 

antennas for enhanced performance due to the bandgap of surface-wave 

suppression [12}-[15]. They have also been used as ground planes of spiral and 

curl antennas to achieve low profile designs [54], [55]. 

For active integrated antennas, moreover, the radiated power of microstrip 

antennas needs to be very low at hannonic frequencies. In order to meet these 

requirements, two one-dimensional (1-D) photonic bandgap (pBG) structures, 

namely, the defected ground structure (DGS) and the compact microstrip 

resonant cell (CMRC), can be applied to the feed line of microstrip 

antennas[l1], [15], [20J. The characteristic impedance of the microstrip line is 

controlled by the additional effective inductance of the PBG structure. 

Additionally, the second harmonic of the proposed antennas is properly 

suppressed compared to a conventional antenna. The PBG structures are quite 

effective for hannonic suppression [22]. Thus these antennas are suitable for 

active integrated antennas. In addition the PBG structures will lead to a 

reduction in pattern side lobes resulting in improvements in radiation pattern 

front-to-back ratio and overall antenna efficiency. Photonic crystals will reduce 

surface waves and prohibit the formation of substrate. modes, which are 

commonly known inhibitors of patch antenna designs. By reducing or 

eliminating the effects of these electromagnetic inhibitors with photonic 

crystals, a broadband response can be obtained from inherently narrowband 

antennas. The surface-wave suppression effect of the PBG structure and its 

application to reduce the mutual coupling of microstrip antenna leads to the 

potential application in arrays. Some of the PBG structures that prove to 

improve antenna characteristics is shown in Figure 1.4.7. 
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F. Yang (2000) 
Y. Horn (1999) 

Figure 1.4.7 PSG used for impro\'cment of antenna. cha.ncteflsllcS 

Realization of a uru-planar compact photonic bandgap (UC-PBG) substrate whose 

applications re planar slow-wave stmctures and low-leakage conductor-backed 

coplanar waveguide have been recently presented [221.[231. Adnntagcous features 

of this crystal substrate include simple. Iow-cost manufacturing (no vias arc 

necessary) and compatibility with standard monolithic microwave integrated 

circuits (f'..fMIC's) fabrication technology. 'lhis UC-PBG substrate is successfully 

used to reduce surface-wave losses for an apcrrure-coupled fed patch antenna on a 

thick high dielectric-constant substrate. UC-PBG substrate is effective in reducing 

the mutual coupling among the patch elements in a phased array configuration. 

1be array perfonnance with UC-PBG was improved in terms of the active return 

loss (wider scan angles) and active pattern of the center clement (elimination of 

blind spots), by using only two unit cells between adjacent elements. Moreover the 

PBG assisted ground plane enhances broadside gain of a patch antenna. A 

microstrip patch antenna with two-dimensional (2-D) PBG to control harmonic is 

reported in [561. Lin proposed a compact PBG to suppress hannonics for CPW

fed loop-slot antenna [57J shown in rigorc 1.4.8. Also, the high-order hannonics 

can be reduced by PBG microstrip circuits. 
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Figure 1,4.8 PBG [0 suppress harmonics forCP\'I;;- fed loop-slot antenna 

Defected Ground Structures: A new type of PBG structure which reduced the 

size of circuits came (0 picture in 2000 proposed by Dal Ahn [601. This new 

structure called Defected Ground Structure (DG S) can give band gap 

characteristics in some frequency bands with only onc or more unit lattices as 

shown in Figure 1.4.9. 

DaJ Ahn (2000) 

Figure 1.4.9 IXiS unit lanice etched in the ground pbne of a microstrip line 
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The equivalent circuit of the defected ground unit structure can be derived by 

means of three-dimensional field analysis methods. Band pass filters using defected 

ground structure (DGS) sections simultaneously realize a resonator and an invener 

[61,65, and 66]. So a coupled-line band pass filter with DGS provides compact size 

with low inseruon-Ioss characteristic. DGS is useful for mounting an active device, 

and finds application to a microwave oscillator [62]. The DGS circuit is convenient 

for mounting active and passive devices with out any via holes. 

A Novel Frequency Doubler Using Feed forward Technique and Defected Ground 

Structure [63] is also seen in literature. The feed forward loop in the frequency 

doubler suppresses the fundamental component and the DGS diminishes the higher 

order hannonics such as third, founh, and so on. Due to the combination of feed 

forward structure and DGS, only the doubled frequency component appears at the 

output pon and the other unwanted components are suppressed excellently. 

Defected Ground Structure finds application in reducing the size of Amplifiers [64J. 

The DGS on the ground plane of microstrip line provides additional effective 

inductive component which enables a microstrip line with very high impedance to 

be realized and shows a slow-wave characteristics. The resultant electrical length of 

the microstrip line with DGS is longer than that of the conventional microstrip line 

for the same physical length. Therefore, the microstrip line with DGS can be 

shonened in order to maintain the same electrical length, matching, and 

performances of the basic (originaQ amplifier. 

1.5 A brief review of analysis for Photonic band structures 

For many years, electromagnetic theorists were provided with two primary means 

of predicting electromagnetic phenomena: measurements and analytical solutions. 

Measurements of electromagnetic systems provide the scientist! engineer with 

reams of data and a physical intuition for the mechanisms involved in producing 
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the response. However, the feasibility of fabricating new devices for each design 

change can be time-consuming and, depending on the architecture or application, 

expensive. These two limitations are often addressed by using analytical techniques 

to predict electromagnetic behavior. Solution techniques including asymptotic 

analysis, Variational analysis, integral transforms, contour integration, and 

perturbation theory are the staple of analytical electromagnetic prediction and 

design. Improvements in computer speed and memory helped to provide the 

framework for the rapid development of computational electromagnetics (CElvt) 

methods including, but not limited to, the finite element method (FElvt), the finite 

difference methods in both time (FDID) and frequency domains (FDFD) , the 

transmission line matrix (1LM) method, and method of moments (Molvt) 

solutions. CEM techniques have added significantly to the toolboxes of scientists 

and engineers alike. In fact, the hybridization of many of the aforementioned 

techniques to solve large and complex problems may provide revolutionary new 

solution capabilities for the near future. 

Other methods that were used for Electromagnetic crystals are the Finite 

Difference Time Domain (FDID) [42 - 43], the transfer matrix method [44J, the 

Finite Element Method (FElvt) [45], the Boundary Element Method (BElvt) [46 J 
and the Multiple Multipole Program (M1vIP) [47] implemented in the MaX-l 

software [48]. 

With the recent advent of general pmpose electromagnetics (Elvt) codes, a third 

solution method has been introduced to the technical community, simdation. One 

might conclude that the availability of high performance commercial EM software 

has mitigated the need to solve specific electromagnetic problems by writing 

original computer codes. For example, the late availability of commercial codes that 

incorporate periodic boundary conditions is a prime example of a recent simulation 

tool that has renewed the interest in developing new circuit and antenna devices. 
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Certainly, one of the advantages of the general EM solver is its ability to solve a 

wide variety of problems. The disadvantage of the general EM solver is its inability 

to address specific theoretical or numerical issues that can significantly affect the 

accuracy of a solution. This is not to say that general EM solvers are not extremely 

useful for design and have not revolutionized the way that electromagnetics 

research is being perfonned. However, every CEM code writer will attest to the 

many nuances and small singular changes that must be included in an original 

numerical code to achieve maximum perfonnance. Complex, real-world problems 

are not always amenable to general purpose solutions and often require customized 

solutions and programs to solve them. Computational electromagnetics which 

includes electromagnetic theory, sophisticated analytical techniques, and numerical 

methods is used to characterize and analyze the merits and demerits of a new 

design. 

The rapidly growmg field of wireless commUnIcatIons IS providing new 

opportunities to develop novel structures that will enhance or even replace existing 

circuits and antennas. Devices that incorporate periodicity as a key feature of the 

design are promising unrivaled performance in microwave circuits and antennas. 

Periodic electromagnetic structures are commonplace in many of the items we rely 

on every day - from the magnetron in a microwave oven to the ultraviolet radiation 

protection provided by polarized sunglasses. Commenting on the recent inundation 

of applications for periodic structures, .Maddox [57] remarks, "If only it were 

possible to make materials [photonic band-gap materials] in which electromagnetic 

waves cannot propagate at certain frequencies, all kinds of ahnost-magicaI things 

would happen." It is important, nevertheless, to dispel some of the myths about 

what photonic band-gap (pBG) materials are and are not. PBG are periodic 

dielectric and! or metallic structures that when designed and implemented correctly 

can improve the performance of specific devices. PBG are not magical structures 

that defy basic laws of physics and have only of late appeared in the literature. 
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Researchers from the diverse fields of classical electromagnetics, solid-state physics, 

optics, material science, condensed matter physics, and semiconductor physics, are 

actively contributing to the base of electromagnetic crystal knowledge [27, 29-33]. 

Active areas of electromagnetic and photonic crystal research include but are not 

limited to microwave and millimeter-wave antenna structures, quasi-optical 

O11crowave arrays, photonic crystal integrated circuits, high- and low-Q 

electromagnetic resonators, quantum optical electromagnetic cavity effects, and 

optical nano-cavities. In addition, sonic band-gap materials or artificial acoustic 

crystal substrates are being developed and could impact sonar. From solid-state 

theory, we know that semiconductors allow electron conduction without scattering 

only for electrons that have energies within a specific range of energy, often termed 

Izmd.~. Electromagnetic wave propagation in periodic dielectric media is 

analogous to electron-wave propagation in semiconductor crystals. Although 

hmdamentally different propagation mechanisms are involved, preliminary results 

suggest that at microwave and rnillimeter-wave frequencies the propagation 

characteristics of these crystals can be manipulated by carefully designing and 

fabricating structures composed of regions of differing dielectric constants. Early 

work by Yablonovitch [2] successfully demonstrated that light propagation could 

be inhibited in certain frequency gaps in special photonic band-gap crystals (PBGs). 

Scalar-wave-based theories were developed to determine a suitable candidate for 

the first three-dimensional (3-D) photonic crystal. However, it became apparent 

that scalar-wave-based solutions were inadequate for the task Vector-wave-based 

solutions implemented using the plane wave method for Maxwell's equations, 

being developed concurrently by [34 - 38] and offered the potential of finding a 

true photonic band-gap structure. Indeed, soon thereafter, a structure that 

possesses a full photonic band-gap was identified. Theoretical work by Ho etd. [5] 

confinned the existence and structure of the first (3-D) photonic crystal, the 

diamond dielectric structure. Concurrently, band structures for two-dimensionally 
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periodic structures were being calculated in a similar manner by Plilial et al. [58]. 

However, it was McCall et al. [7] who were the first to calculate and measure 

microwave propagation and reflection in a two-dimensional (2-D) array of low-loss 

high-dielectric-constant cylinders. With the confirmation of realizable 2-D and 3-D 

photonic crystal structures, attention shifted to applying these materials in new 

designs and architectures. 

1.6 Thesis Outline 

It is the purpose of this work to analyze periodic structures to detennine effective 

and realizable uses for microwave circuits and antennas. 

Chapter 2 deals with the methodology involved in experimental measurements. 

This chapter also gives a brief introduction to the planar filters and antennas 

assisted with PBG ground plane. An introduction to the theoretical analysis IS 

presented in this chapter. 

In Chapter 3, Maxwell's equations are subjected to periodic boundary conditions 

and solutions are developed and implemented to determine the band structure 

(propagating modes) of a periodic, two - dimensional inhomogeneous dielectric 

region. The geometry and Maxwell's integral equation(s) are discretized and the 

matrix equation is solved numerically. A nontrivial solution for the fields requires 

the matrix detenninant to be zero, which results in a characteristic equation. The 

Eigen values (propagation constants) are obtained from the roots of this equation. 

For a lossless structure, the propagation constants of a guided wave are real 

numbers. However, in the stop bands, the propagation constants are complex

valued. To validate the solution obtained the solution of the exact Eigen value 

equation for the two-dimensional periodic problem is also obtained using the plane 

wave expansion (PWE) method. 
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In Chapter 4, the band structure (propagating modes) of a periodic, two

dimensional inhomogeneous dielectric region is determined at microwave regime. 

Photonic Band gap structures are incorporated to the ground plane of planar 

tr.lI1smission lines and the reflection and transmission properties are studied in 

detailed. A new class filter at microwave frequencies is designed, developed and 

analyzed. Experimental results are authenticated by developing equivalent circuit 

and by commercially available softwares. To simplify two-dimensional periodic 

media to a one-dimensional equivalent structure the syntlx5ized diekrtric ronstarTl of 

the two-dimensional PBG is derived. An extension of PBG as DGS is also studied 

in detail for microstrip line and coplanar wave guide which provides a wide band 

gap depending on the lattice dimensions. 

A number of researchers have designed electromagnetic crystal strucrures for use in 

planar antenna and circuit applications, particularly for use as reflectors in planar 

dipole antennas. Chapter 5 puts light to the property of PBG structures as 

substrate for planar antennas. By designing special artificial substrates, surface wave 

fonnation may be reduced or even eliminated in some planar antennas. This would 

dramatically increase both the available bandwidth and gain to levels usually 

reserved for non-planar antennas. To this end, periodic structures may serve as the 

material that can change the physical properties of substrates used in fabricating 

planar circuits and antennas. For planar antennas operating at a frequency in the 

band-gap of the three-dimensional PBG crystal, energy which would have been 

radiated into the substrate is reflected. 

Otapter 5 concludes the work illustrating the significant results obtained. What 

future holds for PBG materials is also discussed in this chapter. Finally, the 

appendix of the thesis deals with a new class of dielectric resonator antenna and 

various feeding techniques involved to increase its properties. 
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7liis cfiapter deaCs witfi tfie funaamenta{ understanding of tfie 
eCectromagnetic waves in a periodic medium. 7lie (]3ana qap 
origin in pfiotonic crysta{ is expCainea witfi tfie fieCp of 
Max..we{Cs equation ana (]3Cocfi-P{oquet 's tfieorem. (]3ana qap is 
computea 6y treating Ma.Y\J»e{f s equations as I£igen va{ue 
pro6Cem. (]3and qap in a one dimensiona{ system is aiscussea ana 
computed in detai[ 

2.1 Propagation of Waves in a Periodic Medium 

A fundamental understanding of how electromagnetic fields behave in a periodic 

medium is provided in this section. The origin of the band gap in Electromagnetic 

crystals is derived from the properties of Maxwell's equations [1] and the Bloch

Floquet's theorem [2]. Maxwell equations are treated as Hermitian Eigen value 

problem and are solved for the band gap. All macroscopic electromagnetism, 

including wave propagation in Electromagnetic crystals is governed by Maxwell's 

equations represented as: 

- as VxE=-at 

- ab 
VxH=J+at 

V·eE = p 

v.R=o 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

2.4 

E and H are the electric and magnetic field intensity respectively, the electric 

current density J and electric charge density p are the sources of the 

electromagnetic fields. Now, consider a mixed dielectric with composite regions of 
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homogeneous dielectric material with no free charges or currents. 

Combining equations (2.1) and (2.2) 

1 ~ ffiI 
V'x-V'xH=--

E:' at" 
2.5 

p= J =0. 

This equatIon can be compared to Schrodinger's equatIon from quantum 

mechanics. 

2.6 

Equation (2.5) has a I-Iennitian (self-adjoint) "Hamiltonian" operatorv x !.vx on the 
f: 

left hand side and a time derivative ~ on the right. Instead of the periodic 
et 2 

potential V in the Schrodinger's equation here we have periodicity in dielectric 

constant .!.. Now, like in quantum mechanics, we look for time-harmonic states 
E: 

whose time dependence is e -;(,)1 for some (angular) frequency 0), then all possible 

solutions can be expressed using this fonn, since the equation is linear, :. equation 

(2.5) => 

1 _ (W)2_ 
V'x-V'xH= - H 

E: C 
2.7 

Identifying the differential operator 0 = V' x -.!. V' x we have the master equation (2.6) as 
E: 

0H=(:Yli 2.8 

This is the I-Iennitian Eigen value problem over the infinite domain and generally 

produces a continuous spectrum of Eigen frequencies. One important property of 

Maxwell's equations in general and of equation (2.5) in particular is that they are 
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scale-independent. Because of this scale invariaIlce, it is convenient to use 

dimensionless units for distance and time: we pick some natural length scale din 

the system (usually the periodicity), and then express all distances as a multiple of d 

and all angularfrequencies co as a multiple of 2Jr . 
d 

The solution of wave equation in periodic media is usually derived using a form of 

Bloch-Floquet's theorem. The Bloch-Floquet's theorem [1] tells us that, for a 

Hennitian Eigen problem whose operators are periaIic functions of position, the 

solutions can always be chosen of the fonne ik
.
x 

, a periodic function. A number of 

similarities can be seen in the solution of electron wave propagation in 

semiconductors and electromagnetic wave propagation in periodic dielectric media, 

and Bloch's theorem can be extended to electromagnetic wave propagation in 

periodic media. So the solution of equation (2.5) for a periodic £ can be chosen of 

the form: 

H- - i(k.x -Ult)H- e k 2.9 

Hk (Electric field can also be used) is a periodic function of position. Substituting 

equation (2.8) into equation (2.5) we find that the function Hk satisfies the reduced 

Hennitian Eigen value problem: 

2.10 

As F! k is periodic, Eigen problem over a finite domain is only needed to be 

considered - over the unit cell of periodicity. There is a general theorem that Eigen 

problems with a finite domain have a disar:te set of Eigen values. Thus, the Eigen 

frequencies co are a countable sequence of continuous functions UJn(k) (for n = 

1),3, .... ) . "When they are plotted as a function of the wave vector k, these 
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frequency "bands" form the band stT'1ldJlrr of the photonic crystal as shown m 

I'igurc 2.1.1. 

" d " +-
d 

1rreduciblc BrilloUln zor?e 

Figunl2.1.1. lbeBandStructure 

Consider a 1-D structure with period d, (£ (x+ d)= £ (x ) and consider the Eigen 

'h 
states for the wave vector k + 27r . '1 he function / I"" is periodic (with period dJ so 

d 

this part of equation (2.8) can be absorbed into the function Jl~ . The resulting 

ell;pression then solves the Eigen problem for a wave vector k. and those solutions 

are unique, wc can therefore conclude that the Eigen solutions at k+ 2: are the 

same as those at k. Because k is only unique to within multiples of 21f , then, it is 
d 

sufficient to onlY solve the Eigen problem for in a fmite range, - ; to ~ called the 

first Bril/oJlin zone [2]. Applying time-reversal symmetry, -k to k produces same 

results as k = 010 Tt thus reducing the range of wave vectors. This symmetry
d 

reduced region is called the imdJIcib/t BrillOJlin ZOnt, and in three dimensions is given 

by well-known polyhedra [2] shown in Figure 2.1.2 (whose vertices have canonical, 
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obscure labels like r,x, M, tic.). If the crystal has Imnsialional.rymmtlry (d ~ 0) the 

irreducible Brillown zonc cxtends to k = IX> , and is called a disptrsjrm re/alion. 

M 

Irreducible Brillouin zone 

2" 
d 

Figure 2.1 .2 Symmetry-reduced region - The irreducible BriJloum zon~ 

2.2 The Origin of the Photonic band gap 

In a Hcrmitian Eigt.'1l value problem all [he Eigen functions must be orthogonal 

leading the inner products (integral over a unit cell) to zero so [3], for any two 

Eigen states (m i- n) at a gl\'en k point we have: 

2.11 

Lowest band solves a Variational probkm: 

"', (k)' = nun 2.12 
H. 

In ordcr to minimize the Variational problem of equation (2. 11), the field for the 

lowest band should try to satisfy two conditions. First, its curl should not be too 

big - that is, it should vary slowly, and not contain any fast oscillations. This is 
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analogous, in quantum mechanics, to having a low kinetic energy. Second, the curl

the electric field - should be concentrated in regions of hifiJ dielectric constant; this 

is analogous to having a low potential energy. In order to see the gap, we naturally 

must look at the scrond band. Like the first band, the second band also wants to 

oscillate slowly and be concentrated in the high dielectric. However, it must also be 

onhogonal to the first band from equation (2.11). In order to accomplish this, the 

second band must be concentrated in the lower dielectric and! or have a sign 

oscillation inside the high dielectric to make the integral zero - both of these 

possibilities will incur a large increase in frequency in equation (2.12), so a band 

gap. There will generally be a large difference between the first and second bands, a 

"gap" at each point. In order to have an armi-dirrr:tianal band gap, however, the gaps 

at all points must overlap in some frequency range. For this reason, a fairly large 

contrast in between the high and low dielectric regions is usually necessary to make 

the gaps in different directions large enough to intersect. The situation is even 

worse than that, however, because the fields have a direction as well as a sign and a 

magnitude. In order to be onhogonal to the first band according to equation (2.11), 

the second band need only be petpendicular to the first, without sacrificing its 

concentration in the high dielectric. To combat this phenomenon, we need to make 

use of the boundary conditions on the fields, from 1v1axwell's equations that apply 

at dielectric interfaces. In panicular, the surface- tangential component of the curl 

of H is allowed to be discontinuous across a dielectric boundary, while the surface

normal component must be continuous. Now, suppose that our high dielectric 

consists of thin veins surrounded by lower dielectric. In that case, the numerator of 

equation (2.12) can be "weighted" discantinuatsly in these veins for electric fields 

running parallel to them, but na: for electric fields petpendicular to the veins. 'This 

allows us to discriminate between bands with fields in different directions, and 

makes a complete band gap possible despite the variety of field polarizations. When 

these conditions are satisfied, the periodic crystal will have a complete photonic 
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band gap in three dimensions. How band gap is computed is explained in detail in 

the next section. 

2.3 Computing the Band Gap 

Given a photonic crystal £(r), how to obtain the band structure functions U) n (k ) is 

the problem to be solved [6-18]. One alternative is to manufacture a large crystal 

and perfonn scattering experiments. By irradiating the crystal with a beam of 

electromagnetic waves and determining the values of t:.k that are allowed at a given 

frequency OJ the band structure can be filled. Band structure can be calculated from 

ab initW (first principles). 

Consider a cubic crystal of an isotropic medium represented by the cubic lattice in 

R 3 . The crystal is assumed to be ideal with the lattice R that fills the whole space. 

It is clear that the group of symmetry of this crystal S3(R) contains, in panicular, the 

following onhogonal transformations: 

i.e. a 1 is the rotation on Jr about the z-axis, a2 is the rotation on Jr about the y-
2 2 

axis and a3 is the rotation on Jr about the x-axis. Since these three rotations 
2 

preserve the lattice R, the dielectric constant tensor {s~} is invariant llilder those 

symmetry operations. Writing it in analytical fonn, we denote {sf.} as the matrix A; 

then A; = a j A ail = A for any i = 1,2, 3.Computing the matrix A; we have 
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It follows that E:t == E:i and computing ID the same manner A; arul A ~ leads 

to E:; = E:i = E:i . The group SJ(R) contains three more transfonnations: 

[
-1 0 0] 

/31 = 0 -1 0 

o 0 1 
[

-1 0 0 1 
(32 = 0 1 0 

o 0 -1 [ 
1 0 0] 

fJJ = 0 -1 0 

o 0 -1 

/31 = a; is the rotation on 1t about the z-axis, /32 = ai is the rotation on 1t about 

the y-axis and /33 = a; is the rotation on 1t about the x-axis. Again the lattice is 

transformed into itself, which gives us E:i = E:; = E:; =&i =0, or in general 

&j = 0 for i:,t: j. Thus finally A = {E:k) = E: [~ ~ ~J i.e. E:k = E: J k where E: is a scalar. 

001 

We have shown the following: the permittivity of the cubic crystal is isotropic (does 

not depend on the direction as for isotropic materials). This result is not necessarily 

physically obvious since one might expect that for instance permittivity in the 

direction of the crystal edge would differ from that in the diagonal direction. 

Adding the empirical material equations to the Maxwell system we obtain for a 

nonmagnetic medium as 

2.13 

2.14 

n = n(x ) = Jj"i& , the periodic refractive index. According to Floquet's-Bloch theory 

the linear Maxwell equations (2.14) with periodic n(x) can be reduced to a spectral 

problem for the vector function with (i) as the Eigen value and !fI(x) the Eigen 

vector. 

2.15 
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When I1a(x) is a periodic function in x, y, z with periods Xc, Ya, 2.:1, respectively, the 

Eigen vector II/(x) has the fonn of a Bloch wave 

2.16 

II/(X) is periodic in x, y, and z with periods Xo> Yo> and zo, and OJ = o{kx' k., k). No 

band gaps exist in the linear spectrum for low-contrast photonic crystals. As a 

result, a bounded Bloch functions II/(x) will exist for any value of (J) ER. Highly 

contrast photonic crystals may however exhibit band gaps for some configurations 

of the linear refractive index ri(x). 

2.4 Bragg resonance and the Brillouin construction 

When the optical material is homogeneous, such that r(x} = no is constant, the 

linear spectrum of the Maxwell equations (2.13) is defined by the free transverse 

waves, 

E (x,t) = e
k 

ei(k.x-wI) 2.17 

where ek is the polarization vector, k = (kx' k/ kj is the wave vector, and (J)= o{k}is 

the wave frequency. It follows from the system (2.13) that 

2.18 

2.19 

When the optical material is periodic, such that r(x + xJ = r(xJ, the linear 

spectrum of the Maxwell equations (2.13) is defined by the Bloch waves: 

E (x ,t) = II/(x) ei(k.x-VJI) 2.20 

11/ (x + x a) = 11/ (x) is the periodic envelope. The geometric configuration of the 

photonic crystal is defined by the fundamental (linearly independent) lattice vectors 
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XJ,2,3 and fundamental reciprocal lattice vectors k1,2,3' such that x j =2m5i ,j where 

1:S; i, j :s; 3 • Therefore, the basis k 1,2,3 is dual to the basis x 1,2,3 and the linear refractive 

index n(x) can be expanded into triple Fourier series: 

..I) " iGx ''\X =noL...ace 
G 

2.21 

G is the vector in dual basis G = nkJ+rrk)+lk3' (n, m, Q E ZJ and the factor 110 is 

included for convenience. If 110 is the mean value of r(x), then Cl. 0,0,0 = l.Let the 

wave vector k in the incident Bloch wave (2.20) be fixed k = kin' The incident wave 

vector kin is expanded in tenns of the lattice vectors: k in =~ (pkl + qk2 + rieJwhere 
2 

The Bloch wave (2.20) is represented by triple Fourier series for !f{x) such that 

E (x, t) consists of an infinite superposition of free transverse waves with the wave 

vectorsk'=kIJU1(rI,m)) . 

2.22 

As the scattering of light is considered to be elastic, we introduce the following 

energy and momentum constraint on the resonating waves. 

For L\ k = C , k = G, the resonance condition is 

2k.G+ c2 =0 2.23 

This is the central result in the theory of elastic scattering in a periodic lattice. The 

identical result occurs in the theory of the electron energy band structure of 

crystals. Notice that if G is a reciprocal lattice vector, - G is also one; thus we can 

equally well write (2.23) as 

2.24 

The Brillouin zone gIves a vivid geometrical interpretation of the resonance 

condition 2 k . G = G2 or 
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2.25 

We construct a plane normal to the vector G at the midpoint; any vector k from 

the origin to the plane will satisfy the resonance condition. The plane thus 

described forms a part of the zone bOlmdary. An incident wave on the crystal will 

be diffracted if it's wave vector has the magnitude and direction required by (2.25), 

and the diffracted v.rave will be in the direction of the vector k - G. The set of 

planes that are the perpendicular bisectors of the reciprocal lattice vectors are of 

particular importance in the theory of the wave propagation in crystals, because a 

wave whose wave vector drawn from the origin tenninates on any of these planes 

will satisfy the condition for diffraction. These planes divide the Fourier space of 

the crystal into bits and pieces. The central square is a primitive cell of the 

reciprocal lattice. It is called the first Brillouin zone. The first Brillouin zone of the 

cubic lattice in two dimensions The Brillouin construction exhibits all the incident 

wave vectors which can be Bragg-reflected by the crystal. 

The number of v.raves resonant to the incident kin is less then the number of nodes 

of the reciprocal lattice G lying inside the sphere of the radius 21 kin I centered at 

the origin. To prove this, consider a simple cubic crystal, where the fundamental 

lattice vectors and reciprocal lattice vectors are all orthogonal. The coordinate axes 

(x, y, z) are oriented along the axes of the simple cubic crystal. The set of resonant 

Bloch waves is given by the set of triples: 

S ={(n,ml) E Z3: ri..n + p)+ ni.,m+ q) + 1(/ + r) =o)} 2.26 

The set S always has a zero solution: (n, m ~ = (0, 0, 0). When (p, q, r) E Z3 and 

Ipl + Iql + Irl :to, the set S has at least one non-zero solution: (n, m ~ = (-p, 

-q,-~. 
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2.5 Oassification of resonances 

The classification of resonances can be based on algebraic equation (2.26). When 

(p, q, r) E Z\ resonant triples (n, m ~ can be all classified analytically. However, 

when fp, q, ry rt Z3, additional resonant triples may also exist. Here we review 

particular resonant sets S for integer and non-integer values of fp, q, ry.We 

introduce spherical angles (0,9') such that the incident wave vector kVl is 

kin =k(sinOcostp, sinOsintp,cosO), kER,O $.0 $.7r,O $. tp$.27r 2.27 

When B =0, the wave vector kin is perpendicular to the (x ,y) crystal plane. Then 

2k . B P=-Sll costp 
ko 

2k.. 2k 
q=-smBsll9' p=-cosO 

ko ko 
2.28 

2.5.1 One-dimensional resonances of counter-propagating waves 

The one-dimensional Bragg resonance occurs when the incident wave is coupled 

with the counter-propagating reflected wave, such that the set S has at least one 

non-zero solution: (n, m ~ = (0, 0, -ry, where r E Z+. The values of p and q are not 

defined for the Bragg resonance, when n = m = 0. As a result, the spherical angles 

Band tp in the parameterization (2.27) are arbitrary, while the wave number k 

satisfies the Bragg resonance condition: 

rko=2kcosB 

=> r A = 2 d cos B 

2.29 

2.30 

The one-dimensional Bragg resonance is generalized in three dimensions for p = q 

= 0 and rE Z+, when the geometric configuration for the Bragg resonance (2.29) is 

fixed at the specific value B = ° and 
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The incident wave is directed to the z-axis of the cubic lanice crystal and the 

wavelength is A = 2 % . The family of Bragg resonances with p = q = 0 and r E Z +' 

may include not only the two counter-propagating waves (2.31) but also other 

Bloch waves in three-dimensional photonic crystals. The dimension of S depends 

on the total number of all possible integer solutions for (11, l11, ~. 

2.5.2 Two-dimensional resonances of counter-propagating waves 

Two-dimensional Bragg resonances occur when the incident wave vector k;n is 

resonant to the counter-propagating reflected wave vector k ~:{',-q,O) , as well as to 

two other diffracted wave vectors k(O,-q,O) and k(-p,o.O) where (p q)EZ2 The 
out out' ,+ • 

value of r is not defined for the two-dimensional resonance, such that the angle () 

in the parameterization (2.27) is arbitrary, while k and cp satisfy the resonance 

conditions: 

qJ = arctan( 1.. ) 
p 

2.32 

The two-dimensional Bragg resonances are generalized in three dimensions for 

(p,q)EZ; and r = 0, when the geometric configuration for the Bragg resonance 

(2.32) is fixed at the specific value () = Jr and 
2 

ktp,-q,O) =: (-p,-q,O) 2.33 (a) 

k~,-q,O) =: (p,-q,O) ktp'O,O) =: (-p,q,O) 2.33 (b) 

The incident wave kin is directed along the diagonal of the (px, q;}-cell of the cubic 

lattice crystal and the wavelength is A = 2 d~ . The families of Bragg 
/J/+l 
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resonances with (p, q )EZ: and r = 0 may include not only the four resonant waves 

(2.33) but also other Bloch waves in three-dimensional photonic crystals. 

The dispersion surface (v:= w(k) for the Bloch waves (2.20) in the periodic 

electromagnetic crystal is defined by the profile of the refractive index r(x}. We 

shall consider the asymptotic approximation of the dispersion surface OJ == w(k) in 

the limit when the electromagnetic crystal is low-contrast, such that the refractive 

index n(x) is given by 

2.34 

no is a constant and c is small parameter. The Bloch waves are smooth functions 

of c such that the asymptotic solution of the "Maxwell equations as c -* 0 takes the 

fonn of the perturbation series expansions: 

E(x ,t) == Eo(x ,t) +cE1(x ,t)+ ~c2) 2.35 

The leading-order tenn E lx, t) consists of free transverse waves with wave vectors 

k~;;;m-l) given by (2.17), such that the asymptotic form (2.35) represents the Bloch 

wave (2.20) as c *0 _ Coupled-mode equations are derived by separating resonant 

free waves from non-resonant free waves in the Bloch wave (2.20), where the 

resonant set S with N ~dim(S)< Cl) is defined by (2.26). Let Elx, t) be a linear 

supetposition of N resonant waves with wave vectors k j at the same frequencyw : 

A j (X, T) is the envelope amplitude of the /' resonant wave (2.17) and (X, T) are 

slow variables. The slow variables represent a deformation of the dispersion surface 

w == w(k) for free waves (2.18) due to the low-contrast periodic photonic crystal. 

The degeneracy in the polarization vector is neglected by the assumption that the 
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incident wave is linearly polarized with the polarization vector em = Oein" The triple 

Fourier series (2.21) for the cubic-Ianice crystal is simplified as follows 

with a 0,0,0 = 0 : 

~(x) =no I an,m) eik,,(m:+"~+lz) 
(rI,,,,,f)EZ' 

2.37 

-
The Fourier coefficients a 1/./11,1 satisfy the constraints a n,m,) =a -71,-",,-1 due to the 

reality of nix), a 71,,,,,1 = a ""nJ = a n,l,m = a I,n,m due to the crystal isotropy in the 

directions of x,~z axes, and a =a - Yl,mJ n~17L.j , a n,-m,) = a n,m,) and 

a 71,,,,,-1 = a >I,m) due to the crystal symmetry with respect to the origin (0, 0, 0) (the 

1aner property can be achieved by a simple shift of (x, ~ z)). It follows that all 

coefficients aTl,"~1 for (n,m,l) EZJ are real-valued. 

It follows from (2.13), (2.34), and (2.35) that the first-order correction term E ix, t) 

solves the non-homogeneous linear problem: 

2 a2 E 2 alE 2 n n (x) alE 
'112 E _ no __ I =2 no w __ o -2k(V.V )E + 0 I __ 0 

1 c2 at2 c2 aT at x 0 c2 at 2 

2 
+-V(VlZt.Eo) =0 

nu 

2.38 

where V x = (ax, ay, az) and the second equation (2.13) has been used. The right 

hand side of the non-homogeneous equation (2.38) has resonant terms, which are 

parallel to the free-wave resonant solutions of the homogeneous problem. The 

resonant terms lead to the secular growth of E lx, t} in t, unless they are identically 

zero. The laner conditions define the coupled-mode equations for 

amplitudes Aj(X,T), j = 1,2, ., '. N in the general fonn; 

2.39 
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2.5.3 Coupled-mode equations for one-dimensional resonance 

The lowest-order Bragg resonance for two counter-propagating waves occurs for r 

= 1, when 

2.40 

Let A 1 := A + (Z, T) and A 2 ==A _ (Z, T) be the amplitudes of the right (forward) and 

left (backward) propagating waves, respectively. The envelope amplitudes are not 

modulated across the (X, f)-plane, since the coupled-mode equations for A± are 

essentially one-dimensional. The polarization vectors are chosen in the x-direction, 

such that rk, = rk2 = (1, 0, 0) and Eo = (Eoiz,Z, 7)e- iWt
, 0, 0). The non

homogeneous equation (2.38) at the x-component of the solution El at e- i
(()( takes 

the form: 

V2E -k 2 E =_2ik2a2Eo,x_2k~E _ 2k2 r1-t(x)E +~a2~(x)E 
1,x 1,x aT azaz O,x no O,x no Ox 2 O,x 

By removing the resonant terms at £!ikz, the coupled-mode equations for 

amplitudes A jZ, 1} take the form: 

_(aA;. aA+) A 0 t --+-- +a = 
aT az -

2.41 

i(aA __ aA_)+aA =0 
aT az ;. 

2.42 

The coupled-mode equations (2.41)-(2.42) can be defined on the interval 

OsZ sL z forT:::::.O, where the end points at Z = 0 and Z = L z are the left and right 

(x, ))-planes, which cut a slice of the photonic crystal. 

The stationary transmission problem follows from the separation of variables in the 

coupled-mode equations (2.39): 
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A ,(X,T) =d
j 
(X) e -inT 2.43 

j = 1, ... ,N, and Q is the de tuning frequency. After separation of variables (2.43), 

the linear coupled-mode equations (2.41) - (2.48) reduce to the following ODE 

system: 

iod+ +0.d .. +ad =0 az - 2.44 

.od d d -l--+0. +a+=O az - 2.45 

The problem (2.44) - (2.45) is defined on the intervalo~Z ~Lz' When the incident 

wave is illuminated to the photonic crystal from the left, the linear system (2.44) -

(2.45) is completed by the boundary conditions: 

2.46 

where a+ is the given amplitude of the incident wave at the left (x, ~-plane of the 

crystal. The general solution of the ODE system (2.44) - (2.45) is given explicitly as 

follows: 

(
d+ ) (a) kZ (a) -kZ 
d _ = c + 0. + ik e + c 0. _ ik e 2.47 

where c+ E C are arbitrary and k E C is the root of the detenninant equation: 

k =Ja 2 + 0.2 2.48 

When k=iK, K ER, the linear dispersion relation 0. =0.(K) follows from the 

quadratic equation: 

2.49 

The two branches of the dispersion relation (2.49) correspond to the two counter 

propagating resonant waves. Their resonance leads to the photonic stop band, 

which is located in the interval: 10.\<lal. Let Q= 0 for simplicity, i.e. the detuning 
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frequency is fixed in the middle of the stop band_ The unique solution of the 

boundary-value problem (2.44) - (2.46) follows from the general solution (2.47): 

(d+) a+ ( cosh a (Lx -Z) ) 
d_ = coshaL

z 
-isinh a (Lz -Z) 2.50 

The transmittance T and reflectance R are defined from the other boundary values 

of the solution (2.50) such that the balance identity T + R = 1 is satisfied. 

1 

Thus getting the transmission or reflection from a photonic crystal can give the 

band gap. 

2.6 Band Gap of the One Dimensional System 

Consider electromagnetic wave propagation in one-dimensional system which 

consists of alternating layers of two dielectric materials. For the determination of 

photonic band gap, we are focusing only those materials, which show the band gap 

for all polarization and direction of propagation. In this section we have derived 

the analytical solution for photonic band gap by using assumptions those are given 

by John and Wang [4,5] that the photon always encounters precisely the same 

periodic index inside the Photonic band gap material for any of the polarization or 

propagation direction. 

For studying the properties of electromagnetic waves in one dimension system, a 

alternating layered structure of dielectric material which having the refractive 

indexes n1 (ji;), nz (~) with width a and b respectively is chosen. The variation 
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in refractive index is considered periodically along the x·a.xis normal [0 layers. 'The 

refractive index proftle is described from the geometry of considered structure as 

shown in Figure 2.6.1. Origin is at the center of one of the layer of length b. Here, 

wc have defined three regions whose widths arc a, b and a respectively. 

From the figure it can see that the refractive index of fltSt region lies between 

-b Q + b d < d · " be -b b . \ h - < x < -- an lor secon regJOn ues tween - < x < - regIOns. 1 St C 
2 2 2 2 

third regJOn IS the repetition of first reSJon so wc can express with 

If(x+md) = If (.,,) n where dis the period of the lattice which is defmed as d =a+b 

andm =0, ± I, ± 2, ± 3 . 

Now, for the propagation of electromagnetic waves in one·dimcnsionru system 

Maxwell's equation (2. 13) are reduce to in a simple foan 

d' E(x) .'(x) aI E( ) = 0 
1 + 2 ~ x 

dx , 
2.51 

2 X~02 

Figure 2.6.1 One Dimensional PBG structure 
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n(x) represents the refractive index of various regions shown in the figure. The 

solution of equation (2.51) in three regions as can be written as: 

In region 1 

In region 2 

In region 3 

El(x)=Rerpx +Se-q,.: 

E
2
(x)=Teiqx +Ue-iqx 

E3(X) = V eq,.: + We-rpx 

2.52 

2.53 

2.54 

'Where p and q are unit less parameters which is defined as p= ~ OJ and q= ~ (J) • 

c c 

Since refractive index is varying periodically, it will not change by translation by a 

lattice constant. This condition leads that a bounded solution must exit that satisfy: 

E (x + d) = eM E (x ) 2.55 

Applying boundary condition that the tangential component of E and B and there 

derivative must be continuous at the boundary of dielectric interface in equation 

(2.55) the unknown coefficients R, S, V and W can be solved. These equations can 

be realized in matrix form, which relates the traveling wave coefficient of first 

region to those of third region 

e 
-iq{ cos(qb) +~ (~+ ~ )sin(,/b)) 

Where T= 

-i( q p) - --- sin(qb) 
2 p q 

e 

i(!i_ P)SID(qb) 
2 P q 

1 cos(qh) - H~ + ~ )siO(qb)) 

2.56 

2.57 

Now, applying the condition of translation invariance we have obtained another 

matrix equation for same unknown coefficient. The solution of such equations can 

be obtained if and only if the detenninant of coefficient matrix should be zero. So 

after solving these matrix equations we have got an analytical solution for 

dispersion relation of the form [6]: 
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k(c.I)=.!..cos'" c '" c 2 ~,.. 258 
[
co{"""'l'".! ~l -~(" +-"'-l] 

d x 'in(7}in(~l 

Plot of k (a;) gives us the desired band diagram for a specified frequency range for 

a periodic structure as in Figure 2.6.2 is given below. 

I 
I \ 

I \ 
I \ 

I \ 

I '" \ 
I \ 

I \ 
I \ 

- 1t _I d -1tld 

Ca) 
k 1tld 

(b) 

Figure 2.6.2. (I) Dispersion relation frequency (m) versus wave number (k), of a 
uniformt-O medium (b) Schematic effect on the bands of a physical 
pcOOdic dielectric vuiation where a gap lw been opened by splitting 
the degenea.cy at the k = ±1f./ dBriJIouin-zone 

The 'bands above and below the band gap is distinguished by fmding where the 

power of their modes lies - in the high dielectric region or the low dielectric region. 

The degenerate ok =±; plane waves of a unifonn medium are split into cos( 1r:) 
and Sin( Trd

X 
) standing waves by a dielectric periodicity, forming the lower and 

upper edges of the band gap. respectively - the fonner has electric - field peaks in 

the high dielectric ( t, high) and so will lie at a lower frequency than the laner 

(which peaks in the low dielectric), A schematic origin of the band gap in one 

dimension is illustrated in Figure 26.3. 
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Figure 2.6.3. Origin of Band Gap in one dimension 

Band above a photonic band gap is referred as the air bami and one below as the 

dieltdnc band which is analogues to me conduction band and va1cnce band in 

semiconductors. In onc dimension a gap occurs between every set of bands, at either 

the Brillouin zone's edge or centre. The band structure is as ploned in Figure 26.4. 

For any dielectric constant band gap appears in one dimension. The smallcr the 

dielectric contrast, the smaller the gaps, but the gap is fooned as soon as ~ ~ 1 . 
£, 

Air Band 

I Pf,,,,,,,,,, Band Gap 

Figure 2.6.4. Band Structure in one dimension 
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When air columns are drilled. in a substrate a same periodic variation of dielectric 

constant is observed. For different period d and radius of air column the band gap 

fonned for a periodic structure as in Figure 2,6.5 is depicted in the following plots. 

E" 

Air column 

Flg&n 2.6.5 Periodically dcilled ait- column in a substrate 

1'Io1dI __ ' ___ 1<oOJI 

• 
[)r$ "e ~ EtEl.("}:!) ~ O~ . g 

Baud ,tnlcl\u:C' ol a 2D squuC' PBG 

0 

1;-
0 • 
~o 
,;: 
~ 

~ 

1 
0 z 

, 

W2.ve VcCtot 

rtgUfl2.6,6 (a) Band Diagram or periodically loaded air 
cylinders £., = 10.2, ea = I, d = 10 mm, r = 0.25 d 
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Wave Vector 
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FlgurI 2.6.6 (b) Band Dtagmm of periodically Imdcd ad: cylinckrs £,1 

= 10.2, Ec2 = 1, d = 10 mm, r = 0.5 d 

.... toM _ ItIwt T .... o.sIoI"" _ ... .. 

D ,"15 ~ <!lEl.O:!> ·~ Og • 
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t 006 .. 
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z 0 02 ......... ...... ·:: .. : .. h· ====;=:.; ... ~ .. ~ .. T. .. ~ ... ~ .. ~. :J ... ; .. ~ .. ~ ... ~ ... . 

o~-T--~--~--~--~--~ 5 10 15 m 25 m 
Wavt!! Vector 

Fig ... 2.U (c) Bond Ddgam or pcriodi<.uy IoWd .u cyt;nden 
£,\= 10.2,£12 = 1, d = 10mm,r= d 



O~ g. ~ e.a.o:!> .... O~ -c 
B.lUd ~tnac ll.1te o f a 20 :>qtLUe PEG 

o 35f····················i,~~~ ...... i ...... ~,.i .......... ~ 

Wave Ve<:tot 

Fig,,", 2.6.& (cl) o.nd Ddgnm of p<riOOaIIy loaded';" 'Ylindffi 
£,1 = 9.8, £a = I, d = 10 mm, r = 0.25 d 

2.7 Electrodynamics and Quantum Mechanics Compared 

The heart of the subject of Photonic crystals is the propagation of electromagnetic 

waves in the periodic medium In a sense Quantum mechanics is also the study of 

wave propagation, although the waves are a bit more abstract. At the atomic scale. 

particles (like the electron) begin to display wave like properties. including 

interference and non-localization. The function that contains the information about 

the particle obeys SchrOdinger equation, which bears some resemblance to familiar 

wave equation. 

So the study of quantum mechanics in a periodic potential contains direct parallels 

to the study of electromagnetism in periodic dielectrics. Sine the quantum 

mechanics of periodic potentials is the basi.c theory of solid-state physics, the field 

of photonic crystals can also inherit some of these theorems and terminology of 
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solid-state physics, in a slightly modified fonn. Some of these correspondences are 

listed in the Table below. 

Quantum Mechanics in a Periodic Electromagnetism in a 
Potential Periodic Dielectric 

Master function () () i(kxr;ky)~k,Z) Ij/X =lj/X e E ( t) - i(k.x-,,,t) x, - ek e 

H{ t) - i(k.x-M) or x, - ek e 

Master (:: • V{r)) 'I' AT) ~E 'I' AT) 1 (OJ Y 
Equation 'Vx;'lxH= -; H 

The SchrOdinger equation The Maxwell's Equation 

G:mditioIlS on Function must be normalizable Field must be normalizable 

main function and transver.;e: 'V.H =0 

Periodicity The potential: V = V (r + R) The dielectric: F: =F:{r + R) 

Interaction Electron - electron repulsive No strong interaction of 

between the interaction light modes 

normal modes 

Normal Modes Eigen states with different energies Modes with different 

are orthogonal; they have real Eigen frequencies are onhogonal; 

values and can be found usrng they have real Eigen values 

Variational principle. and can be found usrng 

Variational principle. 

Physical Energy Eigen value E of the Hamiltonian The Electromagnetic energy 

of the System 

Allowed values Lies in the Brillouin Zone Lies in the Brillouin Zone 

of VJave vector k 

Heuristic that Wave function concentrates rn the Fields concentrates their 

goes along with reglOIlS of low potential, while energy rn high dielectric 

Variational remaining onhogonal to lower states constant reglOns, while 

theorem 
.. 

onhogonal remarnmg to 

lower modes 
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Quantum Mechanics in a Periodic Electromagnetism in a 
Potential Periodic Dielectric 

Physical 
.. 

Electron coherently Electromagnetic fields ongm wave scatters 

of band Gap from the different potential regions scatter coherently at the 

interface between different 

dielectric regions 

Inside the gap No propagatmg electrons in that No extended modes in the 

energy range is allowed regardless of frequency range is allowed 

wave vector regardless of wave vector 

Bands below & above the gap - Conduction Band above the gap - Air Band 

above the gap below the gap - Valence Band below the gap - Dielectric 

Band 
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Jf 6tief introduction to tfie sour of tfie tfiesis is presented in tfiis 
cfiapter. Impact of pfiotonic (]3and qap (<FBq) on tfie transmission, 
reflection and radiation cfiaracteristics of pfanar filters and 
antennas is discussed. 77le metfiodoCogy adopted for e.x:perimenta{ 
and tfieoretica{ anaCysis of pfanar filters and antennas on <FBq 
su6strates at microwave regime is aCso i{{ustrated. JfnaCysis is 
carried out using Pinite (j)ifference crime - (j)omain :Metfiod 
(pqyr(j) ). 

A microwave filter is two -pon network used to control the frequency response 

at a cenain point in a microwave system providing transmission at frequencies 

with in the pass band region of interest and attenuation in the stop band of the 

filter. In any analog circuits sometimes high-frequency signals has to be 

manipulated in such a way as to enhance or attenuate cenain frequency ranges 

or bands and so filters come into use. There are generally four types of filters: 

/awpass, hiirpass, ltmd-pass and band-stop. The low-pass filter allows low

frequency signals to be transmitted from the input to the output port with little 

attenuatIon. However, as the frequency exceeds a certain cut-cff point, the 

attenuation increases significantly with the result of delivering reduced 

amplitude signal to the output port. The opposite behavior is true for a high 

pass filter, where the low frequency signal components are highly attenuated or 

reduced in amplitude, while beyond a cut-off frequency point the signal passes 

the filter with little attenuation. Band-pass and band-stop filters restrict the pass 

band between specific lower and upper frequency points where the attenuation 

is either low (band-pass) or high (band-stop) compared to the remaining 

frequency bands_ At microwave frequencies filters can be realized using 

microstrip technology because the microstrip has the advantage of small size, 

light weight, low cost and ease of fabrication. Various kinds of filters can be 
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realized by using microstrip type structures [1]. In this thesis attempts are 

provided only on planar structures because of the reasons given above. 

3.1 Microstrip Lines 

A typical microstrip transmission line is illustrated in Figure 3.1.1. Microstrip 

transmission lines are open planar wave guides where classical engineering 

designs are based upon the quasi-TEM propagation model. It consists of a 

single conducting strip of width W placed on a low loss dielectric substrate of 

thickness h and located on a ground plane. 

The important parameters for designing these transnnSSIon lines are the 

characteristic impedance (lo ), effective dielectric constant (En' ), attenuation 

constant (a), discontinuity reactance, frequency dispersion, surface wave 

excitation, and radiation. Several methods to detennme these parameters are 

summarized in (3-7]. The characteristic impedance is given as: 

66 

'7 (8h W) W 20= In -+0.25- for-:5: 1 
2JrJi:: W h h 

(
W- W )-1 

lo= k -;;+ 1.393+0.667ln-;; + 1.444 
W 

for-~ 1 
h 

F(Uji)=(1+127wt!2 +0.041{!-Uji) for::5:1 

F(Uji)=(1+127wt1l2 for: ~1 

3.1(a) 

3.1(b) 

3.1 (c) 

3.1 (cl) 

3.1 (e) 



Figure 3.1 .1 fl.lLcrostnp Ime 

A microstrip line can act as a filter when loaded with stubs, coupled lines or by 

stepping the impedance 121 . Figure3. 1.2 depicts different kinds of microstrip fil ters. 

( ').. / 2 ) --------(a) Loss pass filter using stubs (b) Coupled line ftltcr 

(c) SlCppcd Impedance Fil ler 

Figure 3.1.2 Dlffercnt ~"cs of Mic(Ostnp h !lers 

Consider the case of a Stepped Impcd.lnCt:.' filter, (he periodic nnation of 

impedance through the microstrip line leads (0 the ftltering action. Periodic 

structures generally exhibit pass band and stop band characteristics in \'arious 
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bands of wave length deu:nnined by the nature of the structure. The presence or 

absence of propagating wave can be detennined by inspection of the k-P or ro-p 
diagram (as explained in Cllapu:r2). Thus in general a periodic structure actS as a 

filter to certain frequency bands. 

Periodic variation of impedance can also be achieved in a microstrip line by 

incoqx>rating Photonic Band Gap Structures [n Microstrip PBG can be 

considered as a wide stop-band filter. This idea could be extended to the ground 

plane of the microstrip line allowing a periodic fluctuation in impedance and thus 

restricting some frequencies in the pass band. The proposed ways to produce band 

gap in nticrostrip u:cbnnlogy are to drill a periodic panem of cylinders in the 

dielectric [4] or to etch circles in the ground plane of the microstrip substrau: 

following a periodic panem [5] as in Figure 3.1.3. 

The PBG effect can be extended to other planar transmission lines like the 

coplanar wave guide, asymmetric coplanar wave guide etc 

fa) 

Fi ..... 3.1.3. ECia microstrip technology: EC band ~flector. 
(a) ~ upper side of w microstrip ~ shows the conductor strip 
on the substr:lte and (b) the ground plane shows the etched holes 
for a ID p!riodic pattern 

3.2 Coplanar Waveguide 

A coplanar waveguide (CPW) labricau:d on a dielectric substra'e was rust 
demonstrau:d by Co P. Wen [6] in 1969. Since that time, tremendous progress bas 

been made in CPW based microwave inu:grau:d circuits (MICs) as well as 



monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) 17 - 10]. A conventional CPW 

on a dielectric substratc consists of a center strip conductor with semi-infinite 

ground planes on either side as shown in Figure 3.2.1. This structure supports a 

quasi-'l'EM mode of propagation. 

w~ 2a 

Figure 3.2,1 Coplanar ..... avcguidc 

lhe CPW offers several advantages over conventional microstrip line: First, it 

simplifies fabrication: second, it facilitates easy shunt as well as series surface 

mounting of active and passive devices pI - 151; thied, it eliminates the need for 

wraparound and \·ia holes Ill, 161 and fourth, it reduces radiation loss {11]. 

Furthermore the characteristic impedance is determined by the ratio of~, so size 

reduction is possible withoU[ limit. the only penalty being higher losses [17]. In 

addition a ground plane exists between any two adjacent lines; hence cross talk 

effects between adjacent lines arc very week [11]. As a result, CPW circuits can be 

made denser than conventional microstrip circuits. lbese. as well as several other 

advantages, make CPW ideally suited for MIC as well as MMIC applications. 

Coplanar wavcguides can be broadly classified as follows: Conventional CPW. 

Conductor backed CPW and l\.i.icromachined CPW. In a conventional CPW. the 

ground planes arc of semi-infmite extent on either side. However, in a practical 

circuit the ground planes are made of fmite extent 'Ibe conductor-backed CPW 

has an additional ground plane at the bottom surface of the substrate. This lower 

ground plane not only provides mechanical support to the substrate but also acts as 
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a heat sink for circuits with active devices. The micromachined CJ>Ws are of two 

types, namely, the micro-shield line and the CJ>W suspended by a silicon dioxide 

membrane above a micromachined groove. 

A conventional CJ>W can be designed using the method of conformal mapping. 

The characteristic impedance of the line is given as; 

z =~ K(k') 
c F: 4K (k) 

'70 = ~JLO = 3770 
£0 

3.2 

3.3 

The substrate is asswned to be infinitely thick and K (k) is the complete elliptical 

integral of the fmt 

~ £r+1 
k ' = -V 1 - k and £ e = -- . 

2 

kind with modulusk = W'd = 25 + W d ' , 

z =~ 
1n2+2t.m,-'~1-(~r W 

for d ~ 0.7 3.4 [F: 

w 
for 0.7:=;-:=; 1 

d 
3.5 

Coupled CJ>Ws have several applications in the design of microwave components 

such as, directional couplers and filters. When an electromagnetic wave propagates 

along a conductor backed CJ>W considerable amount of energy leakage takes place. 

The energy that leaks, propagates along the transverse directions away from the 
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line, and excites a parallel plate mode between the CPW tOp and bottom ground 

planes. The parasitic parallel plate mode is the leading cause for crosstalk beNJccn 

adjacent circuits. The cross talk can be suppressed by constructing a photonic band 

gap lattice on the Cl'\'(! top ground planes as demonstrated in [2OJ. Another PBG

CPW structure is proposed by Yun and Chang in [21 J, where a pattern of 

rectangular apertures arc etched in the ground plane just adjacent to the slot, and 

well defined frequency band gap has been observed. Later Yun-Qi Fu etal [26] 

proposed a PBG structure by etching holes in the ground plane with an open 

connected with the gap between strip line and ground plane and the structure is as 

h . / ,. " ') ? s own In "'gurc.l._._. 

Design and analysis of Photonic Band Gap structures in the ground plane of a 

microstrip line and coplanar wave guide is studied in detail in Chapter 4. 

The methodology adopted in the theoretical analysis is presented in the next 

section. 

Lateral ground plane 

Fi9ure 3.2.2 Top vjC\\' of PBC. - C.P\'(' Yun-Qi Fu etal (2001) 
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3.3 Finite Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) 

The analysis of PBG structures is done using Finite Difference Time-Domain (FDID) 

method. The finite difference time domain (FDTD) method is an efficient tool for 

electromagnetic analysis and can be conveniently applied to study PBG structures. Finite 

Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method is an efficient tool for directly solving time 

harmonic Maxwell's equation using finite difference techniques. In the FDTD method the 

spatial and time derivatives are approximated by centered differences, which are accurate 

to second order in time or space. With Maxwell's equations reduced to a set of coupled 

difference equations, the solution is readily obtain~d by time stepping, where the new value 

for field components are calculated from the previous ~alues. Hence the method is termed 

as 'leai>"frog' method. 

The finite size photonic Band Gap materials present very accurate anisotropic 

propenies according to the finite dimensions and the periodicity of the structure. 

To analyze this anisotropy, a plane wave expansion of the electromagnetic fields 

inside the PBG crystal is perfonned using the FDID method and space-time 

Fourier transforms. With this "k-space" analysis we obtain the excited propagating 

modes useful to predict the free space radiation modes. Since FDID is a time 

domain method, it is very useful to study electromagnetic devices in broad 

frequency bandwidths. We f~t use FDID for the scattering parameters of a two 

dimensional (2D) PBG structure with the code generated using MAlLAB 7.2. 

3.4 FDTD Modeling Theory 

FDID algorithm for analyzing the structure is generated. The entire structure is 

divided into cells for which necessary boundary conditions are applied. The finite 

difference time domain method permits the analysis of interactions of 

electromagnetic waves with material bodies of the desired shapes. The finite 

difference time domain method was originated by Yee in 1966 [27] and applied to 

electromagnetic problems in two dimensions. The FDID method calculates the 
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electric and magnetic fields on a discrete mesh by approximating the first order 

derivatives in the differential fonn of 1v1axwell's vector curl equations. The discrete 

electric and magnetic fields are interleaved in space to obtain centered difference 

approximations to the spatial derivatives. The time derivatives are calculated in a 

leap-frog manner to obtain the centered differences in time. Space and time 

discretizations are selected to bind the errors in sampling process and to ensure 

numerical stability of the problem. The electric and magnetic field components are 

interleaved in space to pennit a natural satisfaction of the tangential field continuity 

conditions at media interfaces. 

Applications of FDID techniques to vanous electromagnetic problems are 

available in literature [28], [29J, [30J. In the case of arbitrary shaped patches 

application of Yee's algorithm has been found to be extremely accurate in finding 

the current and field distribution across the patch. One practical difficulty with this 

method is that for devices containing small structures or strongly varying fields, it 

needs very fine mesh. When using finer meshes it needs longer au time and 

memory. An improved method for reducing the number of time steps is 

imple mented by Lubbers et al. [31]. This is based on using a source with an external 

resistance to excite the circuit. 

FDID method has been used extensively for the solution of two and three 

dimensional scattering problems. The method has been applied to calculate the 

frequency dependent characteristics of microstrip discontinuities [32J. Analysis of 

microstrip discontinuities has great importance, since complicated circuits can be 

realized by interconnecting the microstrip lines with these discontinuities and using 

transmission lines and network theory. If the discontinuities are too close to each 

other the use of network concept will not be accurate due to the interaction of 

evanescent waves. To analyze the circuits accurately the entire structure has to be 

simulated in one computation. In time domain analysis a broadband pulse may be 
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used as the excitation and frequency domain parameters may be calculated over the 

entire frequency range of interest by Fourier Transfonn of the transient results [30]. 

The fonnulation of the FDID method begins by considering the differential 

fonnulae of Maxwell's curl equations which govern the propagation of 

electromagnetic waves. The media are assumed to be piecevrise uniform, isotropic 

and homogeneous. 

aB --=VxE 3.6 
at 

aD 
3.7 -=VxH-J 

at 

B =;.d-! 3.8 

D=cE 3.9 

In Cartesian co-ordinate system the above equations may be written as 
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aD aHz aHy -x=----J 
at ay az z 
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aD, aHy aH 
-=--_X-J 
at ax ay z 

3.10 

3.11 

3.12 

3.13 

3.14 
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The systl.m of six coupled partial difference equations fonns the basis of the 

FDID nwnerical algorithm for elcccromagnctic wave interaction with general three 

dimensional objects. 

The basic Yee algorithm helps to soke both electric and magnetic fields in time 

and space using the Ma,,,\l,.'ell's curl equations. The grid points for the I::· filed and 

lI· field arc chosen as shown in Figure 3.4.1. The boundary condition for a 

perfectly conducting surface is that the tangential components of the clectric field 

vanish at the boundary. Tl his implies that the normal component of the magnetic 

field vanishes on the surfaces. The conducting surfaces will therefore be 

approximated by a collection of surfaces of cubes, the sides of which arc para1lcllO 

the coordinate axes. Plane surfaces are perpendicular to the x-axis will be chosen so 

as [0 contain points where U,.. and h" are defmed [27] . 

r.(1.1 >+1) 

(l+I,f+1, k-t l) 

[1 (l+1 ,J,k) 

y u (l"'I,J,k) 

Figure 3.4.1 Field component placements U1 th~ IUTO unit ccO 
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Each Yee cell contains six field components Ex, E ~ E z and Hx' H~ H2 . All the fields 

are offset by half a space step as in Figure The Yee algorithm centers its E and H 

components in a three dimensional space so that every E component is 

surrounded by four circulating H components and every H component by four 

circulating E components. 

3.4.1 FDTD Problem Definition 

The FDID method is formulated by discretizing Maxwell's equations over a finite 

volume and approxunatUlg the derivatives with centered difference 

approximations. Conducting surfaces are treated by sening the tangential electric 

field components to be zero. The walls are treated separately to prevent reflections 

from the mesh terminations. In the present analysis, space grids are selected such 

that the electromagnetic filed does not vary significantly over one increment. The 

notation used for analysis is generalized into three spatial dimensions, space points 

in a uniform rectangular lanice being represented as, (i,j,k)=(i~x,jL1y,k~z)' 

Here L1x' L1 y and L1 z are the lattice space increments in the x, y, and z directions. 

3.4.2 FDTD Principal Equations 

The PBG structure is divided into fixed rectangular field locations and each 

conducting surfaces are treated by sening the tangential electric field component to 

zero. The six field locations are interleaved in space as shown in Figure 3.4.1. The 

entire computational domain is formed by stacking these rectangular cells into a 

rectangular volume. The x, y, and z dimensions of the unit cell are ru:, Lly, and.:12 

respectively. 'This field arrangement has an advantage that the centered differences 

are realized in the calculation of each field component and the boundary condition 

of tangential field component is automatically satisfied at the dielectric material 

interfaces. 
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Since there are six field components within the lU1it cell, six field components 

touching the shaded upper eighth of the lU1it cell in the figure are considered to be 

a unit node with subscript indices (~j, k) in the x, ~ and z directions. The notation 

implicitly assumes the ±1h space indices and thus can be directly used for 

computations. The time step is indicated with subscripts, n. The explicit finite 

difference approximations to (3.18) to (3.23) are as given by Sheen et al. [117] 

H"+Ji2 =H"-J/ 2 +~(E" ,. _E" ) 
x l.j.k x I.j,k j.il1z v I.].k r i.j.k-I 

3.16 
_~(E~l 
~y . 

.' _E" 
I.],k 0 

Hn+1I2 = H,,-1I2. + ll"t (E" E'I 
y I,;,k Y I,;): pfu Z I,j,k - l i-I,j.k) 

3.17 
-~(E" 

p& x 

_En ) 
I.;.k x i.;,k-l 

Hn+l/2 = H n- 1/2 , +~(En ., _En. ) 
Z l,j,k Z I,j): fiI1y ;( l,;,k x I.;-l,k 

3.18 
_~(E" ,. _En , .) ;,,0.x y I,j,k Y I-I.;): 

E n+l En 
x i,j,k = x 

+ I1t (Hn+1/2 _ H n+1/2 ) 
i.j,k el1y l i,j+l,k 7. i,j): 

3.19 
_ I1t (H,,+1/2 _ Hn+l/2 ) 

a\z Y l,; ,,1,+1 Y I,;,k 

En+1., =E" + I1t (Hr/+l/2 _Hn+1I2) 
Y I,j,k Y i,j,k ef'..z x i,j,k+l x i,j,k 

3.20 
_~(H,t+1/2 , _HI/+li2, ) 

ef'..x z al,;,k Z I,j,k 

E"+l E" + I1t (Hn+1I2 _ H,,+1/2 ) 
z i,j,k - z i,j,k c/'..x y i+l,j,k y i,j,k 

_ /'..t (Hn+112. _ H n+1i2 , ) 
.. \ x I,j+l,k x I,j,k 

t:L:.y 

3.21 
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The half time steps indicate that E and H are alternatively calculated in order to 

achieve centered differences for the time derivatives, TIlls algorithm is referred to 

as 'leap-frog' algorithm. Here the perminivity and permeability are set to 

appropriate values depending on the location of each filed component. For the 

electric field component in the air-dielectric interface the average of two 

perminivities (EO +EJ / 2, where EO and El are the perminivity of the free space and 

medium is used. The error is second order in both space and time steps and are 

proponional to t-,l, and the global error is 0 (6.f). The maximum time step is 

limited by the Courant Stability criterion of the finite difference equations [117] 

I 

~t~- --+-+-1(1 1 1J2 
Vrnax fix 2 ~l L1z 2 

3.21 

where ~nax is the maximum velocity of light in the computational volume. 

3.4.3 Source Consideration 

The time dependence of the source is chosen depending on the problem to be 

solved. For applications where frequency dependent data is to be generated, a pulse 

is used such that its frequency content covers the desired frequency range. A 

Gaussian pulse has a smooth waveform in time, and its Fourier Transform is also a 

Gaussian pulse centered at zero frequency. This unique propeny makes it a perfect 

choice for investigating the frequency dependent characteristics of the microstrip 

discontinuities via Fourier Transform of the pulse response. 

To simulate, a voltage source excitation is necessary to impose the venical electric 

field in a rectangular region above the ground plane. The launched wave has a 

nearly unit amplitude and is Gaussian which is given by 

3.25 

where T is the half width and to is the time delay. 
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The choice of to and T is such that the truncation of the source pulse does not 

introduce unwanted high frequencies in the spectrum and does not waste 

computation time on determining values of the fields that are essentially zero i.e., T 

depends on the maximum frequency of computation and to ensures the field to be 

zero in the initial condition. Usually the \vidth of the pulse is chosen to be at least 

20 points per wavelength at the highest frequency of interest. However, if we 

proceed straight way, the computational time is large to achieve the stability 

condition. Lubbers et al. 131J introduced a new concept to reduce the 

computational time, by introducing a source resistance R, in series with the voltage 

source. 

The equivalent circuit for a \·oltage source which includes an internal source 

resistance R. is illustrated in Figure 3.4.2. If the source resistance R, is set to zero 

then the FDID electric field at the source is given by 

3.26 

V, is the Gaussian pulse. When the source resistance is included, the calculation of 

source field at each time step is complicated. 

+ 

+ 

Figure 3.4.2 FDTD Source with source Resistance R, 

To determine the terminal voltage V of Figure 3.4.2, the current through the 

source must be determined. The current through the source is given by 
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I n-1/2 =[H"-1/2(' '-lle )_Hn-1/2(' 'le )'A~ , x ts • J, s x ts • J s ,1'--'--" 

[Hn-1/2(' 'le) H"-1/2(' 1 'le)lA + y ts·j" - Y ts - -Js s PY 
3.27 

And the electric source field is given by 

'3.28 

The value of the source resistance cannot be too large or instabilities can occur 

due to neglecting the displacement current through the FDID cell containing 

the source [31]. 

Once the pulse amplitude drops, the source voltage becomes essentially zero, 

any reflections from the antenna which returns to the source, is totally reflected 

back The inclusion of an internal resistance to the source provides an 

additional loss mechanism to dissipate energy introduced into the calculation 

space that will reduce the computational time appreciably [121]. 

3.4.4 Absorbing Boundary conditions 

Absorbing boundary conditions are applied at the boundary mesh walls of finite 

difference, to simulate an unbounded space. The most common, and generally 

most practical, method used to derive absorbing boundary conditions are based 

on asymptotic expansion of one-way wave equation. Many researchers have 

developed theories to these approximate boundary conditions [27]. 

The difference equations cannot be used to evaluate the field components 

tangential to the outer boundaries since they would require the values of field 

components outside the mesh. One of the six mesh boundaries is a ground 

plane and its tangential electric field values are forced to zero. The tangential 
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electric field components on other five mesh walls are represented in such away 

that outgoing waves are not reflected using the absorbing boundary conditions. 

For this structure the pulses on the microstrip line will be considered as 

incident normally to the mesh walls. This results in a simple approximate 

continuous absorbing boundary condition that the tangential fields on the outer 

boundaries will obey the one -dimensional wave equation in the direction 

normal to the mesh wall. For the y normal wall the one dimensional wave 

equauon IS 

(~-~~)E =0 ay vat ran 
3.29 

v is the velocity of light in the medium. 

This equation is Mur's first order approximate boundary condition and may be 

easily discretized using only field components on or just inside the mesh walls, 

yielding an implicit finite difference equation [29]. 

E ,,+1 =E "+ ~t-LlY(E >1+I_E ,,) 
o 1 ~A A 1 0 

<Llt + tly 
3.30 

Here Eo is the tangential electric field components on the mesh wall and El 

represents the tangential electric field components one node inside the mesh 

wall. The normal incidence assumption is not valid for the fringing fields which 

are propagating tangential to the wall and therefore the side walls should be far 

away, so that the fringing fields are negligible at the walls. Also the radiation 

will not be exactly normal to the mesh walls. 

Finite difference equations are used with the above boundary and source 

conditions to simulate the propagation of broadband Gaussian pulse on the 
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microstrip structure. The most important aspects of the time domain algorithm 

are as follows: 

• Initially at t = n = 0 all the fields are forced to zero. 

• The following steps are repeated until the response is ~O 

• Gaussian excitation is imposed at port. 

• H'+'h is calculated from the finite difference equations. 

• En+'1z is calculated from the finite difference equations. 

• Tangential E is set to 0 on conductors. 

• Save the desired field quantities 

• Increment the time ~ n+ 1 

• Update the equation 

• Compute scattering matrix coefficients from time domain results. 

To eliminate the reflections from the circuit, to reflect it again by the source 

wall, the circuit is placed a sufficient distance away from the source. After the 

Gaussian pulse has been launched, the absorbing boundary condition is 

switched on at the boundary walls. 

3.5 Analysis of PBG backed Transmission line using FDTD method 

As explained the finite difference equations are used to simulate the desired 

structure along with the source excitation and absorbing boundary conditions. 

The spatial parameters ~x ,~y and &' are chosen for integral number of modes 

to exactly fit within the structure. The microstrip transmission line with periodic 

square shaped slots in the ground plane is presented in Figure 3.4.3. 
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Conducting 
Strip 

Square sloes in h 
the ground 
plane 

Figufl 3.4.3. Microstrip Lme with paG ground plane 

Excitation is given at ports PI and P 2' PBG backed microstrip transmission line 

is modeled with 6x=O.5mm • .6.y=O.5mm anddt=O.321l't11f. Enough cells are given 

in the outside domain ensuring the pulse to converge. 

The computational domain of analysis is presented in Figure 3.4.4. 

Computational 
Domain 

Ai[ 

PBG baeked 
transmission line 

Figufl 3.4.4. Compucuional domain for mm an2.Iysis 
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3.5.1 Extraction of Filter properties 

FDID algorithm performs the transient analysis of the problem under 

investigation. Field, voltage or current samples are taken from the fixed points in 

the FDID grid and Fast Fourier transfonn is used to compute the frequency 

domain in formations. Post processing is done to estimate the S-parameters (return 

loss and insertion loss) which are explained in detail. 

3.5.1(a) Return Loss 

The voltage V n = V (n.~t ) at the input port location is computed and saved from 

the E z field component at the grid point over the entire simulation time intervals 

(say N steps). Similarly the current 11%-1 is also computed based on the Ampere's 

Law applied to the tangential H loop around the feed point. The samples are 

suitably padded with zeros and the FFT is computed separately. The input 

impedance of the antenna is computed as the ratio of the FFT of voltage derived 

from E field values at the feed point, over the entire time steps, to the FFT of 

current at the same point, derived from the H field values. 

3.31 

Assruning that characteristic impedance (lo) of the feed line (lo =ls), reflection 

coefficient is given as 

3.32 

Then the return loss in dB, 

SI! = 20 log 10 r((u) 3.33 
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3.5.1 (b) Insenion Loss 

Using the FDID algorithm, the periodic dielectric PBG structure is meshed. At 

port 2 the reflected voltage is given as 

3.34 

Transmission coefficient is given as 

3.35 

3.36 

The computed resuhs are presented along with the experimental and simulated 

results in chapter 4. 

3.6 Methodology of Measurement 

For the measurement of the transmission (SZI) and reflection (SII) a Vector 

Network Analyzer (HP 8510 C) is used. For error free measurement a full 2-port 

calibration is done using standard open. short, load and thru. 

After the calibration, the PBG backed transmission lines are connected across the 

two ports of the S-parameter test set and the reflection and transmission studies are 

carried out. 'Cbe measurement set up is shown in the Figure 3.6.1. 

Figure 3,6.1 . Masuremenl setup for reflectlon and lransmission srurllcs 
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The magnitude and phase of the measured SII/ S12 is the acquired and stored in 

ASOI format in the computer using the CREMASOFT, indigenously developed 

by the Department of Electronics, Cocrun University of Science and Technology. 

The stop band center frequency is detennmed from the SI/S21 curves. 

3.7. Microstrip Antennas Using Photonic Crystal Subs trate s - An 
Introduction 

The current trend in conunercial communication systems has been to develop 

low cost, light weight, low profile antennas that are capable of maintaining high 

performance over a large spectrum of frequencies. This technological trend has 

focused much effort into the design of microstrip (patch) antennas. With a simple 

geometry, patch antennas offer many advantages not commonly exhibited in 

other antenna configurations. For example, they are extremely low profile, 

lightweight, simple and inexpensive to fabricate using modem day printed circuit 

board technology, compatible with microwave and millimeter-wave integrated 

circuits (M1v1Iq, and have the ability to confonn to planar and non-planar 

surfaces. In addition, once the shape and operating mode of the patch are 

selected, designs become very versatile in tenns of operating frequency, 

polarization, pattern, and impedance. The variety in design that is possible with 

microstrip antennas probably exceeds that of any other type of antenna element [1]. 

Despite the many advantages of patch antennas, they do have some considerable 

drawbacks. One of the main limitations with patch antennas is their inherently 

narrowband performance due to its resonant nature. With bandwidths as low as a 

few percent [2], broadband applications using conventional patch designs are 

limited. Other characteristics of patch antennas include low efficiency, limited 

power capacity, spurious feed radiation, poor polarization purity, and 

manufacturing tolerance problems [3 J. The simplest and most direct approach to 

increase the bandwidth is to use thick substrate of low dielectric constant [3]. 
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This can extend efficiency (as much as 90°/0 if the surface waves are not included) 

and bandwidth (up to 35%) 141 . However, surface waves must be included, since 

surface waves extract power from the direct radiation pattern, resulting in 

increased side lobe levels, antenna loss, and a decrease in efficiency. The 

probability of surface wave formation increases as the thickness of the substrate 

increases. As a patch antenna radiates, a portion of the total available power for 

direct radiation becomes trapped along the surface of the substrate. This trapped 

electromagnetic energy leads [0 the development of surface waves 151. In fact, the 

ratio of power that radiates in[O the substrate compared to the power that 

, 
radiates into air is approximately E; 12 : 1 151. Ibis is governed by the rules of 

total internal reflection, which state that any field line radiated into the substrare 

at angles greater than the critical angle Bc = sin -I (F.)are totally internally 

reflected at the top and bottom surfaces. This is illustrated in Figure 3.7.1 

Therefore, for a substrate with dielectric constant Et = I 
10.2, nearly - of the total 

3 

radiated power is trapped in the substrate with a critical angle of roughly 18.2 

degrees. 

Rtdi""d fidds 

Figure 3.1.1. Field lines Ml1tmg from a patch antenna; illustnles the formation 
of surface \11'2.'\"es 
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Surface wave effects can be eliminated by using cavlUes or stacked substrate 

techniques [5]. However, this has the fundamental drawback of increasing the 

weight, thickness, and complexity of the microstrip antenna, thus negating many of 

the advantages of using microstrip antennas. These complications prevent 

microstrip antennas from becoming the standard in the rrucrowave 

telecommunications community. 

A recently developed method for improving the bandwidth and efficiency of a 

patch antenna is the insertion of a photonic crystal array into the substrate. "With 

the ability to completely prohibit the propagation of electromagnetic energy at 

specific frequencies, photonic crystals and their respective band gaps correlate well 

with the development of next-generation microstrip antennas. The insertion of 

photonic crystals into the substrate does not change any of the fundamental 

characteristics that exist for patch antennas. In other words, the antenna designer 

must still chose between using a thick or thin substrate. The only requirement is 

that the refractive index ratio between the substrate and crystals be large enough 

(> 2: I) [7] for the bandgap to exist. This section compares two methodologies of 

introducing photonic crystals into patch antenna designs. Namely, thick and thin 

substrate approaches. This section concludes with a novel technique, which 

combines properties of both approaches when using the photonic crystal structure. 

3.7.1 Thick Substrates 

The concept of designing microstrip antennas on a thick photonic crystal substrate 

is to utilize quasi-3D band gaps to radiate electromagnetic field from the antenna, 

without using a ground plane [7]. The ground plane is removable because the 3D 

bandgap creates an equivalent ground plane due to total internal reflections caused 

by the high index ratios in the vertical axis (perpendicular to the patch), as shown 

in Figure 3.7.2. 
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Air 

Figure 3.7.2. CroSS-sectional view of a Patch Antenna radl3. t1Jlg from:l. thick 
substrlnc with PBG 

3.7.2 Thin Substrates 

The concept of using thm substrates contrurung photonic crystals to design 

microwave devices was first conceived by Radisic et a!. in 1998. In their approach. 

microstrip filters were fabricated by simply etching a two~climensional triangular 

pattern into the ground plane of a conventional miC[OStrip line. This resulted in 

nearly 100% reflection loss over a span of frequencies governed by the lattice 

spacin& opposed to the typical 100% transmission expected from a microstrip line. 

Coccioli et al. later expanded Radisic's concepts ro incorporate this approach in the 

development of microstrip antennas printed on thin substrates containing similar 

photonic crystals 191. Experimental measurements of this type of antenna illustratcd 

a lOdB side lobe lcvcl rcduction and minimal rcduction in front-ta-back ratios [91 

whcn compared to a patch without the photonic crystals. These thin substtate 

designs exhibit comparable rcsults ta that of {hc thick substratc designs. The only 

drawback, howevcr, is that thc band gap is reduced to [\1.'0 dimensions, due to the 
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inclusion of the ground plane - total internal reflections condition scarified. To 

reestablish the third dimension of the band gap, a new approach is required. 

3.8 Feeding Methods 

There are several techniques available to feed or transmit electromagnetic energy to 

a microstrip antenna. The most popular methods are the microstrip transmission 

line, coaxial probe, aperture coupling, and proximity coupling [10, 11 and 12]. 

Figure 3.8.1 illustrates each of these configurations. 

The simplest feeding methods to realize are those of the coaxial probe and 

microstrip transmission line. Both approaches utilize direct contact wlth the patch 

to induce excitation. The point of excitation (contact point) is adjustable, enabling 

the designer to control the impedance match between feed and antenna, 

polarization, mode of operation, and excitation frequency. 

Generally, for direct contact feeds, the best impedance match is obtained when the 

contact point is off-centered. This produces asyrnmetries in the patch excitation, 

which generate higher order modes [10]. These higher order modes induce a cross

polarized component in the principal plane antenna patterns, which draw power 

from the dominant TMolO mode and results in degradation of the antenna's main 

beam. Therefore, oftentirnes, a trial-and-error approach is used to obtain the 

optimum match for the direct contact feeds. Another disadvantage of the direct 

contact feeds is that they are inherently narrowband devices. These feeds, whether 

coaxial or microstrip, are "matched" to specific impedances (in most cases SOn) 

for a select range of frequencies. Operation outside this range automatically 

degrades antenna performance due to the inherent mismatch between the antenna 

and the feed. To overcome some of the shortcomings of the direct-coupled feeds, 

a variety of "non-contacting coupled feeds" has been developed. The two main 

configurations are the aperture-coupled and proximity-coupled feeds. The 
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aperture-coupled configuration consists of two parallel substrates separated by a 

ground plane. 

Excitation of the patch is accomplished by coupling energy from a microsrrip line 

through a small aperture in the ground plane. With this arrangement, the microstrip 

feed is designed on a thin-high dielectric constant substrate, which tightly binds the 

field lines, while the patch is designed on a thick-Iow dielectric constant substratc. 

(a) Probe feed (b) Microstrip feed 

(c) Eleclromagnetic Coupling (d) Apert"''' Coupling 

Figure 3.8.1 Feeding I«hniqucs 10 Microstrip AnICnru. 

The ground plane isolates the feed from the patch, and thus minimizes spurious 

radiation from the feed. which would interfere with the antenna pattern 1121 . 

Therefore, the design of the patch and the transmission line are independent. In 
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contrast, the proximity-coupled technique operates in a manner similar to that of 

the aperture-coupled configuration except the ground plane is removed. Both non

contacting feeds have similar advantages with the exception that the thickness 

changes with removal of the ground plane. 

3.9 Analytical Evaluation of a Patch Antenna 

In common practice, microstrip antennas are evaluated using one of three synthesis 

methods - the transmission line model, the cavity model, or the full-wave model 

[10]. Since the inception of these techniques, several complex analytical models 

have been developed that account for fringing effects, special geometries, complex 

substrates, and mutual coupling from neighboring elements in an array. The most 

direct approach to evaluate patch antennas with reasonably accurate results is to 

use the cavity model. In the cavity model, a patch antenna is represented as a 

dielectric loaded cavity. The cavity is formed via a substrate that is truncated on the 

top and bottom by two perfectly conducting electric boundaries - the patch and 

ground plane. The sidewalls are perfectly conducting magnetic boundaries that are 

detennined by the dimensions of the patch. Therefore, the electric field lines 

contain within the substrate (between the patch and ground plane) are propagating 

perpendicular to the conducting walls, as required by MaxweU's Equations. Using 

these boundary conditions, the dielectric loaded cavity can be evaluated via 

Huygens' equivalence principle. The equivalence principle works such that 

fictitious equivalent sources may be envisioned to replace the actual source of 

radiation, which in this case is an antenna. These fictitious sources are said to be 

equivalent within a region because they produce the same fields within that region 

as the antenna itself [10]. Huygens' Principle is based on the uniqueness theorem, 

which states that a solution that satisfies a differential equation (e.g. Maxwell's 

equations) and the boundary conditions is unique [13]. In the case of a patch 

antenna, equivalent electric current densities J t and J B are formed on the top and 
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bottom surfaces of the patch, respectively. The four sidewalls of the cavity arc 

represented via equivalent electric and magnetic current densities. '[bese equivalent 

currents are illustrated in Figure 4.4.1 and arc written in general as 

J, =nX" t 3.37 

M =- nxli , , 3.38 

where Et and lit represent the electric and magnetic fields along the walls of the 

ca\·ity, respectively. 

In most practical patch designs, the substrate height-to-patch width ratio IS very 

small, thus allowing only a small amowlt of current to flow to the top surface [10.1 

so J I - o . This ideally would not create any tangential magnetic field components 

( H ,,) to the edges of the patch. 'lberefore. the equivalent electric current densities 

along the sidewalls arc essentially zero, as illustrated in rigure 3.9.1. lbe only 

non zero current density is the equivalent magnetic current density (M ~) along the 

sidewalls of the cavity. To simplify the model, image theory is used to account for 

the ground plane such that the equivalent mahlJlctic current density becomes 

<.) J .. M, with 
ground plane 

(b) J,= 0, M , 
with ground 
plane 

3.39 

(c)M. with no 
ground plane 

Figure 3.9.1 Eguivalent currenl densities on four sides of a rectangular patch anlenna a.~ 
specified using Ihe Ca\ity Model 
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This reduced model is similar re a cavity with four apertures or "510[s" where 

radiation can occur. However, the eguivaknt current densities of length L and 

height h cancel, since they are equal magnitude and 180 degrees out of phase. Thus. 

these two sidcwalls arc rcfern.:J to as non-radiating slots lit 11. 

Therefore, only [\.1.10 slots radiate. each of width \V and hl'lght h, arc both eGual in 

magnitudl..· and phast:. as shown in Figure 3.9.2. Thl..'se components will thus add in 

phase. in a direction normal to the patch. 

Figure 3.9.2 CUtfl'fH J l'flSlt!('S of non· mdm.tmg slots (If a 
rectangular parch antenna 

Using Aperture Theory. an approximate formula for the radiated fields from a 

n:ctangular patch antenna can be deri\'ed. J.'or this analysis, rhe E-ficld is assumed 

to be uniformly di$l1ibuted along the patch with amplitude E,u = Eo. Rased on this 

theory, a uniform source radiating in the yz-plane can be evaluated using 
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:. (3.42) :::;> 

P _ E sin(Y) sin(Z) 
x-a Y--Z- 3.43 

3.44 

For very thin substrates Ph «1 and as the limit of Z -+ 0, equation (3.43) reduces 

to 

P = Eo sin(Y) 
x Y 3.45 

This expression is valid for only a single radiating slot. The expression when both 

slots radiate simultaneous is calculated using array theory. The nonnalized array 

factor for two elements, of the same magnitude and phase, separated by a distance 

L along the x-axis is 

AF(e,~)=cos(P2L sinecos~) 3.46 

The far-field expression for a patch are evaluated from equations (3.45) and (3.46) 

to produce 

EH = Eo cos tjJ(f(e, tjJ)) 3.47 

Eo = - Eo cosesin~(f(e,~)) 3.48 

f(B,~)= Px AF(e,~) 
Eo 

sin (P; Sinesin~) 3.49 
= cos (f3

2
L 

sinecos ~ ) (P; SineSin~) 

The cavity model provides a description of how the fields radiating from the 

surface of the patch antenna. The radiation mechanism could easily be understood 

from Figure3.9.3. 
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i Y Radiating 
y Slot#1 

Length (L) 

Radiating 
Slot #2 

M, 

Figure 3.9.3 Fnnging ekcme fields thal is responsible for I'2d.ation along 
\\lth the equivalent magnetic surface (MJ) currents 

3.10 FDTD analysis of Antennas with PBG substrate 

The Rectangular Microstrip Antenna (Ri\1SA) on a PBG substratc is modclcd a 

similar way as explained in section 3.4. The spatial parameters are kept same as that 

used for analysis of transmission line. "Ihc computational domain is presented in 

figure 3.10.1. 
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3.10.1 Extraction of Return Loss of the antenna 

The return loss is extracted as explained in section 3.5.1. From the reflection 

coefficient r (0)) = Zin - Z n , the return loss in dB is obtained as S 11 = 20 log 10 r (a». 
Zin + Z 0 

3.10.2 Resonant frequency and Bandwidth 

From the return loss the resonant frequency is identified as the frequency point 

with maximum dip. The frequency points with -10 dB power are noted on either 

side of the resonant frequency which gives the bandwidth. 

3.11 Parameters involved in Antenna Measurements 

The various parameters studied in this thesis are 

• resonant frequency of the patch antenna 

• bandwidth offered by the antenna 

• gain in the resonant band and the 

• radiation pattern in the band 

3.11.1 Measurement of Resonant Frequency and Bandwidth 

For identifying the resonant frequency and the bandwidth offered the reflection 

characteristics of the antenna is measured. For that at first, the port-1 of the vector 

network analyzer is calibrated by using the suitable standard short, open and load. 

The antenna is then connected to the Port-1 of the network analyzer S-parameter 

test set as shown in the Figure 3.11.1. 

The magnitude and phase of the measured S11 logrnag data is acquired and stored 

in ASOI format in the computer using the CREMASOFT. The resonant frequency 

is determined from the retum loss curve in logmag fonn, by identifying the 

frequency for which the curve shows maximwn dip. The return loss is the nwnber 
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in dB that the reflected signal is below the incident signaL As the VSWR=2 

. VSWR+! 
co-effiCient, p = = -

I 'SWR-13' 
corresponds to the reflection 

thcn20 log (;) - - 10 dB . lous 2:1 bandwidths arc determined by obse rving the 

range of frequencies ( .1 f) about the resonant frequency, fi for which the return 

loss curves show a -to dB value. 'lbe bandwidth is then calculated as~. 
f 

Figure 3.11 .1 Measurement ~t up for Rtsonant Frequency Uld Bandwidth 

3.11.2 Measurement of Radiation pattern and Gain 

Radiation pattern measurement is carried out using the setup consisting of the 

network analyzer and anechoie chamber as depicted in Figure 3.11 .2. An automatic 

turn table assembly kept in the quiet zone is used to mount the test antenna inside 

the anechoie chamber, The principal E and H-planc radiation patterns (with both 

co and cross-po lar patterns) of the test antenna arc measured by keeping the test 

antenna inside the chamber in the receiving mode. A sWldard wideband ridge horn 

antenna is used as the transmitter. The horn is then connectcd to port· t and the 

test antenna in port·2 of thc S-paramctcr test set. The analyzer is configured to 
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make the S21 measurements in the step mode with proper averaging. The radiation 

patterns of the antenna under test at multiple frequency points can be measured in 

a single rotation of the positioner using CREMASOfT. 

The antenna set up for measuring the radiation pattern can be used for the 

measurement of gain using gain transfer method. A standard horn antenna is 

connected on the turn table and bore-sighted A thru calibration is done in the 

Network Analyzer. Standard antenna is replaced with the test antenna and bore

sighted. lbe gain of the antenna is then the gain of the standard antenna added up 

to the reading on the Network Analyzer. 

PC 

HP 8341 B 
Synthesized -.... ~·--ny-= I! I 

rest .. , (+~H~P 851-4 5-98""'" 

Port 2 Port 1 

83IOC 
Poeition Controller 

Nilenna PositionfIr 

Figure 3.11.2 Measurcmcn, set up for Radiation Pallcm and Gain 

lbe experimental and theoretically predicted results are presented 10 detail 10 

chapter 5. 
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7Tiis cliapter aeaCs witli tlie aesign ana anafysis of pfanar filters 
witli Pliotonic (]3ana qap ((}{Bq) structures at microwave regime. 
Tlie filter property is stuaiea for :Microstrip Transmission Line) 
Copfanar Waveguid'e (CP111 ana Asymmetric Copfanar WaveguUfe 
~CP111. CEquivafent circuit of tlie filters is e~ractea 6y simpfe 
circuit tlieory. AnaCysis of tlie filters is presentea using Pinite 
CDijference Time - CDomain :Metlioa (pqyy(j)) ana empirica{ 
refations are presentea for tlie aesign. VaCiaation is aone 6y 
experiment are verifiea 6y Zefanas lCE3CD simufation software. 

Periodic structures, some of which are known as photonic band gap(pBG) crystals 

finds foremost application in the optical frequency bands to control the light wave 

propagation, can also be scaled for use at microwave and millimeter-wave 

frequencies. WIth the properly designed PBG structure, the propagation of 

electromagnetic waves is forbidden in some specified frequency bands. In this 

work, a PBG structure is implemented with different geometric periodic patterns is 

used to improve the band stop characteristics. 

Several designs of Photonic Crystals in the microwave region have been proposed 

using micro-machined dielectrics and holed ground plane in microstrip technology. 

The last approach is simpler to fabricate as well as compatible with monolithic 

technology with a deeper and wider frequency response in the rejected frequency 

band. The distance d between the centers of two adjacent etched circles is kept 

constant throughout the structure. In principle, only three rows of circles are 

necessary to implement the two-dimensional (2D) periodic pattern due to the high 

confinement of the fields around the conductor strip. On the top plane, there is a 

classical conductor strip having a width w corresponding to a characteristic 

impedance Zo = 50 Q for a conventional (unperturbed) microstrip line. This 
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microstrip PC can be analyzed like a single-mode Bragg reflector or gratmg 

satisfying the Bragg condition with guided wave number k in the perturbed 

microstrip line and d the period of the perturbation as 

2 dsinB =n A 

Wben () = 90· and for the first mode 

2d=nA 

2Jr 27r 
2--=-

A d 

So we have 

2k =27r 
d 

and the guided wavelength Ag is 

::::::> Ag = 2d 

4.1 

4.2 

The perfonnance of this structure shows a deep and broad rejected frequency band 

around the design frequency. In a microstrip PC band reflector, there is a design 

trade-off since the bigger the circle radius, the higher the rejection amplitude and 

bandwidth, but also the more reinforced the amplitude of the side lobes and, 

therefore, the pass-band ripple. 'This concept of band rejection is studied in detail 

in this chapter. 

4.1 Bandgap and Optimization of PBG parameters . Experiment, 
Simulation, Design and Theoretical Analysis 

Filtering action on Mcrostrip Line can be achieved by etching or drilling periodic 

patterns in the ground plane of a SO Q microstrip line and the stop band centre 

frequency is a function of the period d of the structure and it acts a PBG structure. 

Radisic et al ; optimized the aspect ratio rid for a 2D square lattice with circles 

etched in the ground plane of a microstrip transmission line as rid = 0.25, r being 

the radius of the circle etched. Using equation (4.1) one can predict the cut-off 
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frequency for a gIVen period or vice versa. The geometry of the perturbed 

transmission line with Photonic Band Gap structures is shown in Figure 4.1.1. The 

periodic patterns etched could be of any shape as this would disturb the electric 

field distribution and thus give PSG property. 

T ransrrussion line 

PBG patterns 
Ground Plane Ground Plane 

Figure 4.1.1. Transmission Line with PBG backing 

A typical transmission line with PBG structures in the ground plane as shown in 

Figure 4.1.2 is studied in detail. 

Square slots in 
theg<o'm~_ 
plane 

(0,0) 

Conducting 
Strip 

-==-- h 

Figure 4.1.2. Microstrip Line with squue shaped slots as PEG in the ground plane 
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For ease of fabrication square slots with dimension 'd are etched in the ground plane of a 

50 n microstrip line on a substrate with dielectric constant Er = 4.7 and thickness h = 

1.6mm. 

Using equation (4.1) the cut-off frequency for a period d = 30 rrun in this substratc 

would be 23 GHz. The sUnulated and measured S-parametetS showed the stop band to 

be ccntercd on 29 GHz with area of the square equivalent to a circle with f' = O.25d 'lhe 

simulated and experimental resu1ts are analyzed by finite Difference Time - Domain 

(1'1)"11)) method. 111e variation of S-paramerers with frequency is shown in Figure 4.1.3. 

' lhe figure confirms the existence of band gap in the transmission characteristics with a 

shift in the pole frequency. 'Ihe return loss in the stop band is - 0 dB confirming the 

band gap. As per C<Juarion (4.1) the pole frequency should be 24 GHz but experimental 

results showed it to be at 29 GHz. lhe experimental and simulated results are in g.:xx:1 

agrecmt.'11.t "Ibis aspect is discussed in detail and a correction is applied in the beer part of 

the thesis. 
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4.1.1 Effect of the position of tbe transmission line 

The effect of the position and orientation of the transmission line with 

respect to the PBG ground plane is studied. When the transmission line was just 

above the ccntrc of PBG structures in the ground plane, the S2t characteristics 

showed reasonable width and depth in the stop band. As the transmission line got 

shifted from the centre of the PBG structure the stop band depth and width arc 

found to decrease. Figurc 4.1.4 shows thc S'2 of the PBG structurc for different 

position of the transmission line with respect to the PBG structure in the ground 

plane. So it could be concluded that the maximum bandwidth with reasonable 

rejection in ~I is observed with the transmission line exactly at the centre of the 

PBG cclls in the ground planc. 

0 

., 

.,- ·10 

"-N 

'" ·15 

·20 

·25 
2 

-- .:!. 2 .. m from tb~ (~nl"" 
-- ~l ... m from Ihe-UOI I", 
-- ..t ~ riom from 11 .... ~n",· 
-- .±. 5 mm from th~ c~nl'" 
-- + (; Mm from Ihe c~n "e 

3 

Frequency (GHz) 

4 , 

Figure 4.1.4. Va.riation of 52! with Frequency for different posicion of the 
transmission line e, = 4.7, h = 1.6 mm, d = JOmm.r = O.25d 

4.1.2 Optimization of Aspect Ratio 

Squares of different size (the lattice constant) 'a' for a particular period were 

simulated to optimizc the band gap perfonnance. The stop band effect of the 
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a 
PBG structure for different aspect ratio was studied. For small Size of the 

d 

square the smp band is very small. In the limiting case a th . a~O;--)O erelsnc 
d 

stop band and the structure behaved as a standard micraserip line, as expected. 

As the square dimension is increased the stop band becomes more distinctive. 

For vcry large ~ , ripples in the pass band is found to increase. Figure 4.1.5 

shows the 5/1 of the PBG structure for different aspect ratios. 

On a close look to the reflection characteristics obtained for these structures, 

plotted in Figure 4.1.6 a perfect reflection characteristic is seen for an aspect 

. a 
ratto-=0.44. 

d 

0 

-5 

m · '0 

~ 
J; 

·'5 

-20 

-25 

-- .!d..=J)~_ 
tI 4.{ 

-- aId =('-~8 
-- a/d= q 
-- ~/d = O p 

- - a/d:O°4 

2 3 

Frequency (GHz) 

+ 
4 5 

Figure 4.1.5, Vanatton of T ansmission chanctenstics with Frequet\cy for 
diffefent aspcx:t atio E, = 4.7, h = 1.6 mm, ti = 30 mm 
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Figure 4.1,6. Vanatlon of SII wuh Frequency wtlh Frequency for different 
aspect r:a.bo E, = 4.7, h = 1.6 mm, d = 30 mm 

Though ~=O.88 gave wide stop band the pass band ripple was morc in this case. So 
d 

considering the fact that PSG shou1d give significant stop band depth (S,;) with 

less pass band ripple (SII) the aspect ratio can be optimized as ~=O.44 .'lbc 
J 

reflection and transmission characteristics of the optimized ground plane by 

simulation and FD'ID were experimentally verified and the characteristic obtained 

is depicted in Figure 4.1.7. 

Experiment 

Srmul:ti,ion 
Fo-Il) 

~+-----~--------~----~----~ 

Figure 4.1.7 

. , • , 
Frequency (6Hz) 

Variation ofS-paramctcrs with Frequency 

d= 30 mm, !.", o..w ' Er = 4.7, h = 1.6 mm , 

• 
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Though the srudy started in 2-D square lattice with squares etched in the ground 

plane of 50 n microstrip line; as the fields of microstrip line are concentrated near 

the line 1-D strucrute also gave same results as that of 2-D PBG structures. The 

geometry and characteristics of I-D strucrutc is presented in Figure 4.1.8 and the 

respective structures arc shown in the inset. 
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The results plotted in Figure 4.1.9 (b) points to the fact that I-D structure behaves 

more or less similar to a 2-D PBG structure. 

4.1.3 Effect of Period' d' on the Band Gap 

To fmd the effect of period' d' on the Band gap of a PBG structure; square lattice 

with aspect ratio !.=O.44 with various values of 'd' was simulated. It was found 
d 

that the guided wavelength A., followed proportionality with the 

period 'd'::::) A., 00 d. Experimental verification pointed to the same results as 

obtained by simulation. So it could be inferred that the location of the band gap is 

decided by the period' d ' of the PSG structure and the depth of the band gap by 

the aspect ratio~. Plot of the dependence of the stop band centre frequency on 

the period is depicted in Figure 4.1.9. 

" 

" 

• 

" 

\ 
" 

20 30 
Period,dmm 

Expc ment 

Simulation 

50 

Figure 4.1.9. Variation of cut·off frequency with period £, = 4.7, 
h = 1.6 mm, a./ d =0.44 
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This again conftrms that there is a close agreement between expenment and 

simulation. It I s also noted that there is much disagreement in the pole frequency 

obtained experimentally and that predicted from equation (4.2). 

4.1.4 Effect of Number of Perforations '11' 

I low many periodic cells arc needed in a PSG structure for significant stop band is 

studied in detail in this section. The depth of rejection in the transmission 

characteristics is found to increase with number of cells 11. The depth of stop band 

with number of cells is as shown in Figure 4.1.10. From exhaustive experimental 

and simulation studies, a linear relation is derived between the depth of rejection at 

the stop band centre frequency Sll (dB) and the number of cells 11 given as 

S" =4.16+(-6.89). 4.3 

Equation (4.3) can predict the transmission coefficient for a given number of cells 

or vice versa with precision. It is found that more than onc cell is needed in the 

ground plane of the microstrip line to produce band gap for a given PSG structure. 
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The depth of rejection predicted from equation (4.3) and that obt2ined by 

experiment is presented in Table 4.1.11. As the number of cells increases the depth 

of rejection also increases and when 11'=00 we have S 12. = .... which points to a 

complete band gap as explained by Joannopoulos. 

No: of ceUs (0) 
Rejection Depch 

Pred icted as per equ ation (4.3) ex~rimenl 

1 -2.7 -3.7 

2 -9.6 -10 

3 -16.5 -17 

4 -23.4 -26 

5 -30.3 -30 

6 -37.9 -34 

TIbIe 4.1.11. Depth of rejection with number of ceDs er = 4.7, b :: 1.6 mm, d= 30 nun 

4.1.5 Effect of Substratc Parameten on Band Gap 

Though the number of cells, period and aspect ratio shows similar behavior in each 

substrate; the substr.lte parameters like dielectric constant E, and substrate 

thickness h influences the location, depth and width of the stop band. To ascertain 

the influence of dielectric constantE r' PSG structures that would give a stop band 

centre frequency at f, =24GHZ according to equation (4.1) for different dielectric 

materials with thickness h=1.6 mm were simulated. In all the cases the aspect ratio 

• was kept constant as -=0.44 and the number of cells was fixed as 11 =3 . 
d 

The microstrip line was fabricated to have characteristic impedance Zo =500 with 

respect to the dielectric constant E, of the host material. More over, for a substrate 

to show PBG properties the dielectric constant betwcen the etched and the un-
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etched portion of the substrate should be in the ratio2: 2: 1 . For this reason 

substrate havmg dielectric constant £ • 2: 4 is only considered for the study. For al1 

the materials under srudy it was found that the stop band centre frequency it was 

centered around 3 GH~ and not at 2.4 GHz as predicted from equation (4.1). 1be 

pole frequency is found to decrease with the dielectric constant. 

The results obtained are shown in Figure 4.1.12 =:) lbis shows that equation (4.1) 

needs a correction for precise prediction of the stop band centre frequency. 

3.5,-----------------, 

;:; 
~ 

@.30 
-- d -= 4Smm 
-- d = oIOmm 
-- d lO~ i u.. 2.5 t-----

! ro 
! 

1.5 

Table 4.1.12. 

5 6 789 
Dielectric constant 

'0 

Dtpendenu of Slop band cenlf'C frequency /ron didcctric Constanl 

forh = 1.6mm 

When the substrate thickness was varied the width and depth of the stop band was 

influenced considerably. The cut-off frequency /, is found decreasing with 

increase of substrate thickness. But for thick substrates cut-ff frequency is virtually 

independent of the thickness of the substrate. A 50 n microstrip line was 

fabricated on each of the substrate with different thickness h for a particular 

dielectric constant£ ,. lbick substrates are found to have narrow stop band 

compared to thin substrates. 
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The influence of substrate thickness on the PBG characteristics is shown in Figure 

4.1.13. 

3.4 

=l.!.xpcrim''Ot 

---Simulation 

---FD'm 

2 3 4 5 
Substrata Thickness h (mm) 

Figure 4.1.13. Variation of stop band centre frequency 1, with subsuale thickness 

for E, = 4.36. d = 3Ornm, aid = 0.44. 

I n all the cases, the stop band central frequency by experiment. simulation and 

FDTD are in close agreement. But there is a considerable shift in the stop band 

centre frequency fr from equation (4.1) which points that a correction is needed 

for precise prediction of 1. . When etched with periodic pattems in the ground 

plane of a microstrip line. a dielectric contrast is achieved between the etched and 

un-etched portion of the substratc due to the fringing of electric field That means 

some of the electric and magnetic fields are lying surrounding air medium in the 

slots. This will reduce the effective welectr1c constant of the substrate. 'Ibis shows 

that a variation occurs for the welcctric constant when the substrate is having 

periodic perforations in the ground plane. So for the accurate prediction of h . 

instead of dielectric constantE •• corrected or synfhtsi!{!d ditiedri,' (ons/an/ £,s has to 

be used. The synthesized welectric constant has to be a function of the substrate 
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and the PBG parameters. TIlls dielectric constant the substrate achieves as a result 

of periodic perforations is presented in the following section. 

4.2 Synthesized dielectric constant 

The dielectric constant of the parent material gets changed due to the periodic 

etched portion and the material assigns a dielectric constant lower to the dielectric 

constant of the host material - so the syntlxsized dieUrtric constant which is related to 

the substrate and the PBG parameters .From the exhaustive experimental, 

theoretical analysis and simulation an expression for the synthesized dielectric 

constant 6 rs is derived as 

4.4 

Er; is the synthesized dielectric constant, Er is the relative dielectric constant of the 

substrate and x is the correction factor dependent on the area of the etched portion 

and the period. The correction factor x is given as, 

4.5 

W is the width of the transmission line and A is the area of the etched portion. 

Value of k is dependent on the dielectric constant of the parent material, 

k = 1.25 for £r :S 6.2 

k=1.85 for 6.2:S£, :-:; 9.8 

k =2.45 for er 2: 9.8 

4.6 

Appling this correction to equation (3.3) leads to more accurate prediction of stop 

band centre frequency. Since the above expression is a function of the area of the 
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etched portion rather than the shape it holds good for any arbitrary shaped 

geometry in the ground plane. The pole frequency predicted using the equation is 

compared with that obtained by simulation and for different dielectric constant is 

depicted in Figure 4.2.1. 

3.5,------------------

d=30mm " :I: 

~3.0 

I u. 2.51---

Simulation 

d= 40 mm ! 
1'2.0~~~ &1 

~ 
1.5 d= 45 mm 

5 • 7 • 9 10 
Dielectric constant 

FiguI'l4.2.1 {a}. Comparison of predicted and simub,red pole frequency 

a 
h = 1.6 mm, -=0.44 

d 

To verify the shift in the cut-off frequency different geometrical shapes having 

same area as that of the square (a = 0.44 d) was simulated and studied 

experimentally. S-parameter characteristics shows almost identical behavior as 

compared with square patterns for ground planes with periodic patterns of 

different shapes and is ploned in Figure4.2.2. The geometrical shape for the 

periodic slots used in the study is shown in the inset. 
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Figure 4.2.1 (b), Companson o f predicted and Simulated pole frequency 

a 
d = 3Omm, - = 0.44 
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Frequency (GHz) 

Figure 4.2.2 (.). V.MOOn of S-par2mcters With Frequency \\.; th circular periodic 

perfo rations In the ground plane d = 30 mm, Area = (0.44 d)2, E, = 
4.7 h = 1.6 mm 



Figure 4.2,2 (b), Vamcion of S-pu.uneters with Ftcquency with cross
shaped periodic pCfforanons in thc ground plane 

d= 30 mm, AtC2 = (OA4d)2,£, = 4.7, h = 1.6 mm 

Figure 4.2.2 (c), Va.riation of S-panmeters with Frequency with dWnond
shaped periodic pctfoatlons in thc ground plane d = 30 
mm, Aua = (0.44 d)2, £, = 4.7, h = 1.6 mm 
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From the above observations, it is concluded that the pole frequency is controlled 

by the area of the etched portion. So the above formula can be used for arbitrary 

shaped periodic structures also. But, experimentally better results with minimum 

ripple are obtained for a square lattice. The observations of geometrical shaped 

slots are compared in Table. 4.2.3 (a). 

SIOI of .he It: GHz Band width Pole depth 
slol (MHz) (dB)-

Ciccle 2.89 171 -45 

Cross 2.95 16 1.5 -23 

Diamond 2.96 175 -30 

Hexagon 2.925 189 -35 

Square 2.89 175 -39 

Triangle 2.995 170 -23 

T.bIt4.2.3(.~ ~ ofpredicud wd """",od po~ Ii<quen<y "" diff=. 
PBG structures£. = 4.7, h = 1.6 mm. d = 30 mm, Alea = (O.44d)2 

The validity of the expression for the synthesized dielectric constant is verified for 

different geometrical shapes. The experimental, simulated and predicted cut-off 

ftC<\ucnc\cs ate shown in Table 4.2.3 (b). 

Shape of the slol It: GHz l e GHz le GHz 
e?,pc.nmenlai simulated Prescnl model 

Circle 2.89 2.8936 2.899 

Cross 2.95 3.03 2.9034 

Diamond 2.96 2.9596 2.8986 

Hexagon 2.925 2.975 1 2.8986 

Square 2.89 2.8875 2.889 

Triangle 2.995 2.9947 2.95 

Table 4.2.3(b) . Comparisoo of predicted and simulated pole frequency for different 
PBG sttuCtures E, = 4.7, h = 1.6 mm, d = 30 mm. Area. = (0.44 d)z 
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The observed resu1ts validate the expression for the synthesized dielectric constant 

for any geometrical shaped PSG lattice in the ground plane of the microstrip line. 

In all the cases the e>.."perimental and predicted pole frequency are in good 

agreement and the maximum error is < 2%. This establishes the concept of 

synthesized dielectric constant and can be conveniently used for the design of PSG 

structured Microstrip line. 

The band stop characteristics for these optimized parameten; for different period 

arc shown in the Figure 4.2.4. 
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Figure 4.2.4 (c). Variation of S-panmclcrs ... ,ith Frequency with square
shaped periodic perforations in me ground plane d = 35 
mm. Area = (0.44 d) 2, t. = 4.7, h = 1.6 mm 
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4.3 Fonnation of Band Gap 

The PBG effect can be explained in terms of the periodic variation of characteristic 

impedance of the microstrip line. The unloaded microstrip line on a substrate with 

dielectric constant Erl has characteristic impedance Zot with phase constant 131 for a 

length dt • So we have 

f3 = 2tr 
1 A 

g 

4.7 

'When loaded with PBG with period d and lattice constant a for a square lattice, the 

admittance offered by the loaded region of the transmission line is 

4.8 

Thus the PBG loaded transmission line has a periodic change in the characteristic 

impedance. The applied signal experiences periodic low-high impedance along the 

planar structure which leads to the formation of a band gap. ABCD parameters 

define Bloch wave impedance (Zeel') and complex propagation constant written as 

equation (4.9). Equation (4.12) of transformer in scattering parameters is 

determined. 

[Vnj=[A B][Vn+l]=errl[Vn+t] 
In C D 1"+1 1"+1 

4.9 

4.10 

From the ABCD parameters we have the propagation constant 'y' is given as 

cosh;ti = coshad cos f3d + j sinh ad sin f3d = A + D 4.11 
2 
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The S-parameters are given as 

B 
A+ -CZ-D 2 0 

o --B----
A + - +CZo +D 

20 

2 

2(AD-BC) 
---------

4.12 

B 
A + +CZo +D 

20 
B 

-A + -CZ +D 2 0 
o -----B-- ------

A + +CZo +D 
20 

For a propagatmg wave m the periodic structure we have a low pass band 

when a = 0, fJ *' O. When a 7:- 0, fJ = O,ll the wave doesn't propagate and results in a 

stop band. 

4.4 Resonance of PBG cells 

The transmission characteristics of a PBG backed microstrip line show a stop band 

which points to the formation of a resonant block According to transmission line 

theory if the values of inductance L and Capacitance C are varied periodically, the 

transmission line can exhibit band stop characteristics. So it is possible to derive an 

L-C equivalent circuit for the PBG cell and by connecting identical cells in series, 

the periodic structure exhibits band stop characte~tics. The effective capacitance 

Cefand inductance Lef of the PBG backed transmission line with n number of cells 

of any arbitrary area A and periodicity d on a substrate with dielectric constant Er is 

Lef =kn2 ~,uo J_a ) Vd U(d_a 

4.13 

4.14 

Eo and )lo are the pennittivity and penneability of free space, a is the maximum 

perturbation width of the unit cell and h is the substrate height. The correction 

factor k is calculated as 
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k = 1.25 for eT ~ 6, 

k = 1.2 for 6 .:; e T ~ 9.8 

k=0.74 for er ~9.8 

4.15 

Then the stop band center frequency can be calculated from the equation, 

and the -10 dB bandwidth is given as 

rr; 
!1f = 10 vC; 

" 

4.16 

4.17 

11 is the characteristic impedance of free space. Lower and upper cut of 

frequencies is then 

!1f h = 10 +~ 
2 

4.18 

These equatIons help in an ease to predict the frequency response if physical 

parameters are known or vice versa. The reactance part is neglected assuming 

negligible conductor loss. The reflection and transmission characteristics obtained 

from the present model are in accord with that obtain"ed by experiment and 

simulation thus validating the model. In experiment, simulation and present model 

Sll is found to be - 0 dB in the entire -10 dB stop band of S21 which shows that 

there is little radiation loss and thus confinns PBG property in design and analysis. 

The equivalent circuit is presented in Figure 4.4.1. 
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L 

c 

R 

Figure 4.4.1. Equivalent circuit of the PBG cell 

The stop band characteristics obtained for 2D square lattice in the ground plane is 

shown in rigure 4.4.2 (a) . The calculated effective capacitance C.;'and inductance 

L'l1 0f the PBG backed transmission line is used to simu1ate the equivalent model in 

Figure 4.4.1 and this variation is plotted in Figure 4.4.2 as present model. 

SLI 
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Figure 4.4.2 (al Stop Band Owutenstics fex square bnice in the ground pbne, £, 

= 4.7,h = 1.6mm,d = 3Omrn.n = 3, A = 176.625 mm! 

For all the periodic structures S-parameter characteristics shows almost identical 

behavior. Simulated values of cut-off frequency and -10 dB bandwidth are found to 

be in good agreement with the predicted yalues and these results are tabulated in 

Table_4.4.2 (b). 
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SlOp tjand 

Slot Geometry 
Experimenlal IElD Presenl model 

Circle 2.05 - 3.765 2.1 - 3.675 2.04 - 4.23 

Cross 2.015 -3.66 2.2 - 3.65 (ume for all 

Diamond 2.085 -3.835 2.1- 3.742 
geometncs) 

Ilexagon 2.0 15 -3.94 2.05 - 3.62 

Square 2.05 -3.730 2.0 - 3.575 

Triangle 1.98 -3.8 2.0 - 3.85 

Tob1o 404.2 (1)) · 10 dB bandwidth obtained for different slot geometries 
E, = 4.7, h = t.6mm, d = 3Omm, n =- 3, A = 176.625 mm! 

Vamtion of stop band center frequency with dielectric constant is studied Results 

obtained by IE3D simulation is compared with the numerically predicted values 

and;' plotted in Figure 4.4.3 (a). The predicted and simulated -10 dB bandwidths 

are shown in Table.4.4.3 (b)-

, .s 

t I 

~ Experiment 

, .. 
, .. 

Jr-Slmu :m6 n 

Prcscol!>.lodcl 
I 

.d:? 
,. 
' .2 

,., 
5 • 7 • • " DieleCtrIc constant 

Figtn 4.4.3 (I) Variation of cut-off frequency with dielectric consttnt 
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-10 dB Bandwidtb 
Dielectric Constant 

Presenl model IE3D 

4.5 2.239 4.148 2.22 3.93 

4.8 2218 4.066 2. 1 3.52 

6 2207 -3.859 2.28 - 3.85 

9.2 2525 - 3.859 2.52 - 3.76 

9.8 2.769 - 4.063 2.6-3.78 

10.2 2.749- 4.017 2.74 - 3.79 

lOA 2.738 - 3.994 2925 - 3.775 

10.8 2.7 19-3.951 2.98 - 3.78 

Table 4.4.3 (b) Ptecbcted and simulated ·10 dB bandwidth~ 

Thus an equivalence relation is derived between the PBG parameters and effective 

capacitance and inductance of the perturbed Microstrip transmission line. 

4.5 Why PBG to DGS transition? 

To reduce the size of PBG backed microstcip line a new 1-0 defected ground 

structure (DGS) unit lattice was proposed as presented in chapter 3 in order to 

improve the effective inductance. Increasing the effective inductance makes it 

easy to control the cutoff frequency characteristics. Due to effective additional L

e components, DGS has a very wide stop band characteristics and does not show 

the periodic pass band characteristics, thus allowing its use in the harmonic tuning. 

Prime aim in introducing OGS structure into our study was to reduce the overall 

structure that offers band gap. It is concluded earlier that at least 3 cells are needed 

for effective band gap fonnation for a PBG structure and there are too many 

design parameters, which effect on the bandgap properties, such as the number of 

lattice, lattice shapes, lattice spacing. and relative volwne fraction. Better 
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perfonnance can easily be achieved with a single DGS cell and this property is 

studied elaborately in the following section. 

FiguIlI4.5.1 DGS SU\lcrure proposed by Kim eral (2000) 

4.6 DGS for Microstrip Line 

In our study the proposed as a defected ground structure (DGS) has a single unit 

cell which provides the band gap or stop band as a PBG structure does. 1he DGS 

unit lattice provides the cutoff frequency characteristic due to the effective 

inductance of the etched lattice. Changing the physical dimensions of the etched 

lattice we can easily control the effective inductance. It provides the rejection of 

some frequency band, which can be called band gap or stop band effect. Figure 

4.6.1 shows the proposed etched lattice for the DGS circuit which is located on 

the ground metallic plane. The line width is chosen as that for the characteristic 

impedance of microstrip line to be son. 

The DGS consists of narrow and wide etched areas in backside metallic ground 

plane. which gi\'e rise to increasing the effective capacitance and inductance of a 

transmission line. A dumbbell shaped single lattice was etched in the ground plane 
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of microstrip line. For band gap to occur in the transmission characteristics, the 

separation beN/een the two squares I should be I ~ W . 

Figure 4.6.1 DumbbeU DGS strucTUfe in the ground pb.ne of a microSlfip line 

For case of calculation the condition I = W was taken for the studies. Measurements 

and simulation of the fabricated DGS structures show that the cut-off and stop band 

center frequency characteristics depend on the physical dimension a.h of the 

proposed DGS unit lattice. So by changing the physical climensions of the etched 

lattice one can easily control the effective inductance and thus the rejection of signals at 

some frequency band. 

1be lattice shape etched in the ground plane disturbs the current distribution thus 

increases the effective capacitance and inductance of the signal strip. So the proposed 

DGS circuit can be represented by an equivalent LCR circuit So the effective 

capacitance and inductance of the DGS lattice can be extracted following as 
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R =2 z, (*-1) 
c k,j' (R+ 2Z,)' -4Z: 

2Z,RJI-~,f (f,-f,) 

4.19 
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4.21 

I n the equations C is the capaCItance, L is the inductance Z. characteristic 

impedance./. is the pole frequency or the stop band center frequency and hf, is the 

· 10 dB bandwidth of 5 '2 curve. The frequency response of this DGS fliter obtained 

from simu1ation, c"'Periment and extracted equivalent circuit (Figurc4.6.2 (a) are in 

good agreement and is shown in Figure 4.6.2 (b). 

L . , 
v v • 

Figure 4.6.2(1) F.quivalent circuit of the Dumbbell sh~e4 DGS structure 
in the ground pime o f :a. mictOstrip line 

." 
"' E-• i 
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I ~xpcrim(.'O I 
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Figure 4.6.2 (b) Stop Band Ctura.CICr1StiCS fOf dumbbell shaped DGS in the ground 
pl1nc, E, = 4.7, h = 1.6mm, a = b = 8mm,g = O.2mm, I =W = 3mm 
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From the extracted equivalent circuit using equations (4.19 to 4.21) the band 

stop characteristics of the dumbbell shaped DGS can be explained. In the lower 

frequency band, the inductor dominates and determines the cut-off frequency. 

With the increase in frequency, the series inductance due to the DGS section 

increases the reactance of the microstrip line, and then it starts to reject some 

frequency regimes. The combination of effective inductance and capacitance 

provides the attenuation pole, which is the resonant frequency of the Le tank 

circuit. As the operational frequency increases the capacitor is dominated and 

the reactance of the capacitance decreases. Thus a band gap occurs between the 

propagating frequency bands. 

The DGS is composed of two square defected areas and a narrow connecting 

slot or the gap width. The effect of each portion in the band stop characteristics 

is studied in detail in the following sections. 

4.6.1 Effect of the gap width I g! in the stop band characteristics 

Gap width is found to be related with the effective capacitance of the 

microstrip line when analyzed using the extracted circuit model represented by 

equations 4.19 to 4.21. As the gap width increases the capacitance offered by 

the DGS lattice increases which leads to the increase in the stop band center 

frequency. For every 0.2 mm variation in the gap width pole frequency gets 

shifted - 20 :MHz. 

The variation of resonant frequency with gap width is plotted in Figure 4.6.3. 

Gap is found to have almost no influence in the rejection depth and the band 

width of the frequencies rejected. 
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Figure 4.6,3. Vanuion of stop band center frequency with gap width 'g' 

E, = 4.7, h = 1.6mm,a= b = 8mm 

4.6.2 Effect of lattice dimension a ,b on band stop characteristics 

To find the influence of etched lattice dimension on the transmission 

characteristics sGuare slot lattice and rectangular slot lattice are studied in decail. 

rrom the extracted circuit parameters it was inferred that the etched square defect 

is related with the effective inductance of the microstrip line. As the etched area of 

the square defect is varied and the gap distance is kept constant as I = W • the 

effective series inductance varies which gives rise to variations in the cutoff 

frequency. 

4.6.2.1 Etched lattice as a square a = b 

When the etched lattice was kept as a square corresponding to the lattice dimension 

or the etched area 0
2 (b 2

) a stop band was fonned centered at fo> As the dimension 

increased the pole frequency varied inversely. The observed results are plotted in 

rigure 4.6.4. 
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Figure 4.6.4 Stop Band Chancteristic$ for dwnbbell sbaped DGS in the ground 
plane, Er = 4.7, h = 1.6mm, g = O.2mm, I =W = 3mm 

4.6.2.2 Etched lattice as a rectangle 

-lbe transmission characteristics showed a pass band characteristic in the frequency 

response for rectangular DGS in the ground plane. Corresponding to the dimens;on 

a and b of the lattice two pole frequencies fol and f02 is obtained. If the ratio -; was 

maintained with in certain range we have a pass band in the frequency response in 

between the stop bands. 

When the square DGS was madc rectangular by varying the vertical dimensionb, a 

pass band was observed between two stop bands when !!... ~4 and beyond this the stop 
b 

band was found (0 become wider compared to the structure which had a=b . As the 

ratio becomes smaller the band shifted towards the lower side of the frequency 

spectrum. The transmission characteristics for different !!... is shown in Figure 4.6.5 
b 
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Figure 4.6.5 Stop Band Characteristics for dumbbell shaped DGS in the ground 
plane, E, = 4.7, h = 1.6mm,a = 8mrn,g = O.2mm, 1 =\V = 3mm 

Similar bchavlor is obtained when the rectangle is oriented the other way. 

4.6.3 Effect of Substrate parameters on the Band Stop characteristics 

Though the DGS parameters shows similar behavior in every substrate; the 

substrate parameters like dielectric constant £, and substratc thickness h 
) 

influences the location, depth and width of the stop band. 1'0 ascertain the 

influence of dielectric constant£ r' strucNres with same DGS parameters were 

studied for different dielectric materials with thickness " = 1.6 mm . The microsttip 

line was fabricated to have characteristic impedanceZo =500 . It was found that as 

the dielectric constant increases the pole frC<jucncy showed a shift towards the 

lower side. Moreover lower dielectric constant materials gave wider stop bands 

when compared with substrates with high dielectric constant. Substrate thickness 

had a less influence in the stop band characteristics. The observations arc as plotted 

in Figure 4.6.7. 
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Figure 4.6.7 Slop Band Chara.crensbcs for dumbbeU shaped DGS in the groWld 
plane, h = 1.6mm, a. = b = 8mm. g = O.2mm, I =W 

4.7 Design of. Dumbbensbapcd DGS 

To predict the resonant frequency of a given dumbbell shaped DGS or to give the 

dimension for a desired pole frequency onc has to give relations connecting the 

DGS parameters like lattice dimension a, gap width B and the separation between 

the squares I and substrate parameters like the dielectric constant £ , and substrate 

height h with the pole frequency f a' These parameters are related by a simple 

expreSSion, 

4.22 

{ is the velocity of light and k is a constant that is given as 
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• =225, E, $3.5 

'= 4.5,3.6$E,$6 

'=7,6.1$E,$1O.1 

• =7.3, E, ~1O.2 

4.23 

In all the cases; the separation between the squares I =W the width of the 

rnicrostrip line was used. The simulated and predicted pole location using equation 

(4.22) is depicted in Figure 4.7.1. 
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Figure 4.7.1 Pole frequency of Ihe DGS Lattice In the ground plane. 
h = 1.6mm, 1. = b = 8mm,g = O.2mm, I =W 

So it could be concluded that DGS is an alternative to PBG for producing a stop 

band effectively for microstrip lines. How would these structures influence a 

coplanar wave guide is studied in the following section. 

4.8 DGS (or CopJanar Waveguide 

Filters are an important component m a circuit and are realized in microwave 

regime using lumped elements. I t can be realized in microstrip lines, coplanar 

waveguides (epW'), strip lines etc. Unlike the microstrip or the strip line the 
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coplanar structure permits easy parallel and series insertion of circuit elements. 

~'Iorcovcr the circuit parameters of c.PW are less sensitive to substr-ate thickness. 

By etching holes in the ground plane with an opcn connected to the gap bc[\vcen 

strip line and ground plane i.e. a DGS cell in the ground plane of a CPW gin:s 

cffecti\'c band hoaP to certain frc'lucncies. 

A unit cdl of DGS is implemented by etching sguare-shaped lattices in the ground 

plane with an opm connected with the gap between strip line and ground plane as 

i.n the l:ib'ure4.8. 1 . 

•• h 

Figure .4.8.1 Geometry ofCP\\' with DGS in the WOund plane 

'Ihe self-resonant characteristic of the DGS unit cell allows desired stop band 

rejection e\'en with a single unit cell. Equivalent circuit parameters of the proposed 

CPW D(~S unit cell arc extracted by simple circuit analysis. The lattice shape 

etched in the ground plane disturbs the current distribution thus increases the 

effective capacitance and inductance of the signal strip. So the effectivc capacitance 

and inductance of the DGS lattice can be extracted following as 

4.23 
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c = JifunR+ 2Z, )'-4Z: 

22, RJ1 -f,f (j, - j,) 

L= 1 
46 2

J0
2

(; 

4.24 

4.25 

J n the equations C is the capacitance, L is the inductance Z~ characteristic 

impedance,./. is the pole frequency or the stop band center frequency and.hf, is the 

-10 dB bandwidth of Sf} curve. The frequency response of this DGS ftltcr obtained 

from simulation, experiment and extracted cquivaJent circuit using the above 

equations arc in good agreement and is shown in figure 4.8.2. 
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,., 6.0 

Agurw 4.8.2 Stop Band Cbuacteristics for CPW- DGS in d1t~ ground plane, £, .= 4.7. h 
= 1.6mm, W = 3mm. al = al = 5mm, I = l mm and g = 0.2 mm. 

The effect of DGS and substratc parameters in the filtering property of the CPW -

DGS is presented in the roUowing sections. The existence of cut-off frequency 

means that the CPW-DGS increases the effective inductance of the signal strip 

which corresponds to the etched square area in the lateral ground plane. 

Meanwhile. the etched gap and width detcnrunes the attenuation pole location. 
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From the extracted equivalent circuit using equations (4.23 to 4.25) we can 

explain the band stop characteristic. In the lower frequency band, the inductor 

dominates and detennines the cut-off frequency. With the increase in 

frequency, the series inductance due to the (]lW-DGS section increases the 

reactance of the (]lW, and then it starts to reject some frequency regimes. The 

combination of effective inductance and capacitance provides the attenuation 

pole, which is the resonant frequency of the Le tank circuit. As the operational 

frequency increases the capacitor is dominated and the reactance of the 

capacitance decreases. Thus a band gap occurs between the propagating 

frequency bands. 

4.8.1 Effect of the etched gap length and width on the stop band 
characteristics 

The etched gap length I controls the pole frequency location. Analysis of 

extracted circuit leads to the fact that the gap capacitance is influenced more by 

the gap length. The etched gap width g was also found to influence the pole 

frequency location. From the extracted circuit analysis it is concluded that the 

gap capacitance is influenced by the gap width. Despite the variations in the 

gap length and width, cut-off frequency has only slight variation. 

4.8.2 Effect of the DGS unit cell in the band stop characteristics 

The etched lattice disturbed the current distribution and it lead to disturbance 

of inductance of the co planar strip. The proposed.(]lW-DGS section provides 

cut-off frequency and pole frequency without periodic perforations as the area 

of the lattice determines the cut-off frequency. The etched lattice of two types 

was studied one in which the lattice dimension in both the ground planes were 

the same: a, = a2 and the other when the dimensions were different:a, =/:. a2 • 
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4.8.2 (a) CPW-DGS structure as band stop fdtet Q 1 = Q 2 

When the etched lattice in the ground planes were kept the same a stop band was 

obscrvcd. The stop band centre frequency varied inversely with the lattice 

dimension. These observations are plotted in Figure 4.8.3. 
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Figure 4.8.3 Stop Band C}u.tllClenSlIc5 CP\l;!·DGS C, = 4.7, h = L6mm, 
g = O.2mm, 1 = l mrn 

4.8.3 (b) CPW-DGS structure as band pass fdtce a l "# 42 

The property of self-resonance of a PBG unit cell is used to tmprove the stop band 

rejection of a CPW band pass filter. The equivalent circuit is ex tracted using 

equations 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25. lbe frequency response of square lattices of 

different dimensions in the latera1 ground planes is studied. If the ratio 

!L S; 0.6, a2 ) 4. we have a pass band in the frequency response in between the stop 
a, 

bands. These two pole frequencies may be due to the combination from the 
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dimension a, and 3.:2. When a, = ~ these two Frequencies merge to fonn a single 

stop band. The frequency response of this filter is as shown in Figure 4.8.4. 
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Figure 4.8.4 Trv1f~2~cl:~~lcristics CPW-DGS 

£, ::. 4.7, h := 1.6rnm,g -= O.2mm, I ::.1 mm 

4.8.4 Effect of Substrate Parameters 

" 

The CPW-DCS shows similar behavior in every substrate but the substtare 

parameters like dielectric constant E, and substrate thickness h influences the 

location, depth and width of the stop band. To ascertain the influence of dielectric 

constantE" structures with same DGS parameters were studied on different 

materials. It was found that as the dielectric constant increases the pole frequency 

showed a shift towards the lower side and the substrate thickness had a less 

influence in the stop band characteristics. The observations are as plotted in Figure 

4.8.5. 
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Figure 4.1.5 Srop Band Chanctel'isUcs CPW -DGS in the ground plane 
h = 1.6nun, at = al = Smm, g = O.2mm, I =lmm 

4.9 Design ofCPW-DGS band stop filter 

From the observations discussed in section 4.8, for a 50 n CPW line with slot 

width '5', signal strip width W' on a substrate with dielectric constant et.' and 

substratc thickness ch' the pole freguency '[0' given by the relation 

f.=k,(-g )(2S+W) 
olF, h 

4.26 

c is the velocity of light and the constant • k' is found to be dependent on the 

dielectric constant and is given as 

k=OAforE, :::;;5.8 

k=O.38 for 5.9~£, ~9.7 

le = 0.32 for E, ~9.8 

4.27 

The cut-off frequency predicted USUlg equation (4.26) and that obtained by 

simulation arc in good agreement and is plotted in Figure 4.9.1. 
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For the design [0 be extended for band pass filter, equation (4.26) can be used as it 

can give the two pole frequencies precisely and by maintaining the 

6.5 r--------------------, 
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• - - - - - - Simulated 

h = 08mm 

' .0 

h = 1.6ni""' ... ~~~...::~5-.,-~ -- -W"""~ - __ _ 
h = 3.2mm 

3.5 L ___ ----~---~--....::""'..,.J 

• 6 , 
" Oielec1ric constant 

Figure 4.9.1 Vuiation of cut-off frequency \\-.;m dielectric constant 
2S+W for son, a. = Smm.l:; 1rom and g ::: 0.2 mm 

4.10 DGS for Asymmetric Coplanar Waveguide 

'Ihe concept of DGS filter is made further compact in an Asymmetric coplanar 

waveguide (ACPW') which has only one lateral ground plane. By etching holes in 

the lateral ground plane with an open connected to the gap between strip line and 

ground plane i.e. a DGS cell in the ground plane of an ACPW gives effective band 

gap to certain frequencies. A unit cell of DGS is implemented by etching square

shaped lattice in the ground plane with an open connected wi.th the gap between 

strip line and ground plane as in the Figure 4.10.1. 
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Figure 4.10.1 GeomCII'}' of ACPW DGS in the ground plane 

As for CPW~DGS the equivalent circult parameters of the proposed ACPW·DGS 

unit cell are extracted by simple circuit analysis. So the cffecti\·c capacitance and 

inductancc of the DGS lattice can be extractcd using equations (4.23), (4.24) and 

(4.25). The frequenc), response of this DGS ruter obtained from simulation, 

experiment and extracted e'lwvalcnt circuit arc in good agreement and is shown in 

Figure 4. 10.2. 
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The existence of cut-off frequency in the transmission characteristics means that 

the AC'.PW-DGS increases the effective inductance of the signal strip which 

corresponds to the etched square area in the lateral ground plane. Meanwhile, the 

etched gap and width detennines the attenuation pole location. 

From the extracted equivalent circuit using equations (4.23 to 4.25) we can explain 

the band stop characteristic. In the lower frequency band, the inductor dominates 

and detennines the cut-off frequency. With the increase in frequency, the series 

inductance due to the AryW-DGS section increases the reactance of the AryW, 

and then it stam to reject some frequency regimes. The combination of effective 

inductance and capacitance provides the attenuation pole, which is the resonant 

frequency of the Le tank circuit. As the operational frequency increases the 

capacitor is dominated and the reactance of the capacitance decreases. Thus a band 

gap occurs between the propagating frequency bands. The effect of DGS and 

substrate parameters in the filtering property of the AQ>W - DGS is presented in 

the following sections 

4.10.1 Effect of the etched gap length on the stop band characteristics 

The etched gap length I was found to influence the pole frequency location. As the 

etched gap length increases the pole frequency decreases. Analysis of extracted 

circuit leads to the fact that the gap capacitance is influenced more by the gap 

length. The inferences are represented in the Figure 4.10.3. 

4.10.2 Effect of the etched gap width on the stop band characteristics 

The etched gap width g was also found to influence the pole frequency location. 

From the extracted circuit analysis it is concluded that the gap capacitance is 

influenced by the gap width. Despite the variations in the gap length and width, 

cut-off frequency has only slight variation. The inferences are represented in the 

Figure 4.10.4. 
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4.10.3 Effect of the DGS unit cell in the band stop characteristics 

The etched lattice disturbs the inductance of the coplanar strip. The area of the 

lattice detennmes the cut-off frequency. The etched lattice of two rypes were 

studied - onc is a square lattice with 0. = °2 and the other is a rectangular lattice 

with a l ;t; °2 , Both of these conditions are studied in detail. 

4.10.3 (a) ACPW-DGS structure as band stop mter °1 = °2 

When a sCjuare shaped lattice is etched in the ground plane a stop band observed in 

the transmission characteristics. An inverse relation is seen between the lattice 

dimension and the pole frequency location. These observations are plotted in 

Figme 4.10.5. 
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4.10.3 (b) ACPW-DGS structucc: as band pass mlcr Q 1 ~ Q 2 

The property of self-resonance of a DGS unit cell is used to improve the stop band 

rejection of an ACPW band pass filter. '!be equivalent circuit is extracted using 

equations 4.23 to 4.25. For a pass band characteristic in the frequency response the 

square lattice in the lateral ground planes are etched with different dimensions. 

If the ratio ~ :S:0.625, a2 ) Q 1 we have a pass band in the frequency response in 
a, 

between the stop bands. In general a rectangular DGS can act as a srop band and 

pass band filter depending on the selection of ~ and when ~ = I we have a pass 
Q l Q2 

band futer. The frequency response of this filter is as shown in Figure 4.10.6. 
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4.10.4 Effect of Substrate Parameters 

A similar behavior is observed in different substratcs by the ACPW-DGS but the 

substrate parameters like dielectric constant E, and substrate thickness h 

influences the location, depth and width of the stop band. The observations are as 

plotted in Figure 4.10.7. 
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Fig ... 4.10.7 Slop Band CharaClcnstic5 ACPW-DGS in the ground phnc. 
h = 1.6mm, al = il2 = 5mm,g = O.4mm, I = lmm 

It was found that as the dielectric constant increases the pole frequency showed a 

shift towards the lower side and the substrate thickness had a less influence in the 

stop band characteristics. 

4.11 Design of ACPW-DGS band stop filter 

From the observations discussed in section 3.13, for a 50 n CPW line with slot 

width'S', signal strip width W on a substrate with dielectric constant 'r: and 

substrate thickness 'h' the pole frequency 'fo' given by the relation 
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f.=.,(-g ](S+W) 
al,[£: h 

, is the velocity of light and' k' is a constant that is given as 

k=OAjorC. SS.8 

• =0.38 fo, 5.9 ~ £. $9.7 

<=0.32 fo, £,~9.8 

4.28 

4.29 

The cut-off frequency predicted usmg equation (4.28) and that obtained by 

simulation are in good agreement and is plotted in Figure 4.11.1. 
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For designing a band pass ftlter equation (4.28) can be employed as it could give 

the two pole frequencies and the pass band frequency can be selected by 

maintaining the ratio~ :50.625 .When the ratio is unity wc have the band stop 
a, 

ftlter alone. 
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4.12 Filter Characteristics - in a nutshell 

FollO\ving the simple circuit analysis in the previous sections equivalent circuit of 

PBG / DGS structures for microstrip and coplanar waveguide is presented. The 

equations of the lumped elements being given as: 

c _ ~~llr (R+ 2Zo )2 -4Z02 
2Z()RJ1-~1~2 Ci2-!1) 

L 
1 

? f' 2 (' 41T-,u ' 

4.30 

4.31 

4.32 

In the equations C is the capacitance, I. is the inductance %0 characteristic 

impedance,;;: is the pole frequency or the stop band center frequency and j;f is the 

-10 dB bandwidth of .5"12 curve. So the PBG / DGS structures for microstrip and 

coplanar \\'aveguidc can be n:::presented as equivalent LCR circuit as in the Figure 

4.4.1. 

• 
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The formula for the calculation of pole frequency of these four fIlters is given 

by, simple expressions that relate the PBG/DGS parameters are given below. 

Type of filter Pole frequency 

.-
PBG for microstrip line fa = T' ' A,g = 2d 

g 

Dumbbell shaped DGS for microstrip line 
. C)(g)( 1 1 

j, =kr h (a C l-~ 

DGS for coplanar line - [ g lCS+W'] j-kc -- --, af-Ji: h 

DG S for asymmetric coplanar line 
. -k/ g JC+ w/\ 

j, - 'l afF: -h-j 



P(anar :Ji[ters witfi PfwtOlric 'Banligap Structures - 'Design. & 5tn.a1!Jsis 

• Return loss: < 0.5 dR (in all the cases). 

• Filter selectivity: < 35 dB / G Hz (~= a mm 
- a m

•
x dB / G ITl. ~ is the 

is -Ip 

selectivity, amOK is the 3 dB attenuation pointamin is the 20 dB attenuation 

point fs is the 20 dB stop band frequency and Ip is the 3 dB stop band 

frequency) . 

4.13 Design of PBG/DGS filter at 6 GHz 

Design of a band stop filter with PRG /DGS parameters for microstrip and CPW 

line having pole frequency at fa = 6GHz is presented in this section. Tn all the cases 

a substrate with dielectric constant Er = 4.7 with thickness h = 1.6 mm is used. 

Type of filter Design parameters fo GHz observed % error 

PBG for a O.OS 0.83 
d=14.2 mm, - =0.44 

microstrip line d 

Dumbbell a::= 3.8mm, I = If/ =3m!li 6.023 0.50 

DGS for g =O.2mm 

microstrip line 

DGS for CPW a = 4.3 mm, l::=lmm, 5.98 -0.33 

g=0.2mm, W =3mm 

DGS for a= 3.4mm,l=lmm, 6.005 0.083 

i\CPW g =O.2mm, If}" =3mm 
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4.14 Conclusion 

In this chapter the effect of PBG / DGS structures for band stop filters is presented 

in detail. For microstrip lines PSG structures offered a wide stop band and the 

design equations presented can precisely predict the bandwidth and the stop band 

centre frequency. For miniaturization of the PBG filter DGS is applied to the 

ground plane of the microstrip line. DGS is extended to the ground plane of a 

coplanar wavcguidc and asymmetric coplanar waveguide. These structures are 

analyzed using FIYID method. In all the cases design equations arc presented. 'Inc 

predicted, simulated, FDlD and experimental results are in good agreement. 

tn the next chapter the application of these ground planes in the reflection and 

radiation properties of antennas is presented. 
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(j)evefopment of 6road6and microstrip (patcfi) antennas using 
su6strates containing pfiotonic crystaCs is i{{ustrated in tfiis 
cfiapter. <By reducing or eCiminating tfie effect of suiface waves 
witfi pfiotonic crystaCs, a 6road6and response can 6e 06tained 
from infierentCy na"ow6and antennas. In addition, it is aCso 
proposed tfiat tfie 6efiavior of tfie pfiotonic crystaCs wire read to 
improvements in radiation pattern and overa{{ antenna 
efficiency 6y tfie eCimination of suiface waves. erfie predicted 
resu{ts are verified tfirougfi anaCytica{ simuCations and 
e.xperimenta{ investigations in tfie Centre for r.R..fsearcfi and 
CE{ectromagnetics and )lntennas (CcJ(P.5W)l) anecfioic cfiam6er. 

In this chapter the PBG / DGS structures that were used for filtering action 

are implemented as substrate for antennas. The idea is to design a patch 

antenna on a 2D photonic crystal substrate, where the patch becomes the 

"defect" in the crystal structure. The defect established in the photonic crystal 

localizes the EM fields. Surface waves along the plane of the patch are 

forbidden from forming due to the periodicity of the photonic crystal in that 

plane. This prevention of surface waves enhances operational bandwidth and 

gain. Since the prevention of surface waves will reduce the edge diffraction, 

the side lobe level is also reduced. 

Further DGS is applied in the ground plane of Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) 

fed slot antenna. CPW-fed slot antennas have been widely used for wireless 

applications since they are compatible with monolithic integrated circuits and 

active solid-state devices. Furthermore, CPW-fed slot antennas exhibit a larger 

bandwidth with bi-directional radiation patterns. Among the recent researches, 
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a aW-fed loop slot antenna with a tuning stub to enhance the bandwidth has 

been proposed by Chen etaL By adjusting the location of a wide tuning stub, 

good impedance match can be easily obtained. It is found that more spacing 

between the ground plane and the widened tuning stub, the larger the 

bandwidth. However, propagation of higher order modes will increase 

simultaneously, which may cause low efficiency, cross-polarization - potential 

problem of the electromagnetic interference and compatibility. To alleviate 

this, DGS is incorporated in the ground plane of aw - fed slot antenna. The 

outcome of the experimental observations of the PBG and DGS integrated 

planar antenna is given in the following sections. 

5.1 Design of Patch Antenna with PBG ground plane - Experimental, 
Simulated and Theoretical Results 

Dielectric substrates with periodic loading can create a Photonic Band Gap 

whose surface-wave dispersion diagram presents a forbidden frequency band. 

When this band gap is around the operating frequency of the antenna surface 

waves cannot propagate along the substrate and an increased amount of 

radiated power couples to space waves. This mechanism has the effect of 

increasing the gain, efficiency, reshaping the antenna pattern and can enhance 

antenna characteristics significantly. We have utilized this property of PBG 

structures to enhance antenna characteristics. In order to identify the 

Improvements in this novel photonic band gap based patch antenna, the 

reflection and radiation characteristics of Rectangular Microstrip Antennas 

(RMSA) are studied. The parameters held constant throughout the study are 

the shape of the patch (rectangle), and the dimensions and material properties 

of the photonic crystals. The proposed antenna configuration of RMSA with 

PBG ground with periodic squares is shown in Figure 5.1.1 
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g9uare slots in the 
ground plane 

Figure 5.1.1 Proposed antenna Configuration \l:ilh PBG Ground Plane 

As described in Chapter 4, the cut-off frequency of the PBG structure can be 

computed using equations (4.21, 4.24 and 4.25). Using these equations for a 

substrate with a dielectric constant E, = 4.7 and thickness h = 1.6 mm with a PBG 

structure placed periodically at a distance d = 30 mm the pole frequency falls at - 2.9 

Gllz. The resonant frequency 'f: of the RMSA given as 

L i.s the length and the effective didcctric constant £"I1\S 

" £ +1 £ -1 [ 12h]-" 
£ =- '-+-'- 1+-

"If 2 2 w~ 

5.1 

5.2 
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In the ground plane of substrate 1 with dielectric constant t::r1 = 4.7 and 

thickness hI = 1.6 mm slots are etched periodically at a distance d = 30 mm and 

aspect ratio ~ =0.44 as optimized in Chapter 4. 
d 

A 50 n microstrip line is fabricated on the top of the substrate which energizes 

a rectangular patch of dimension L x W =27 x 36rmi is fabricated on another 

substrate with dielectric constant Er2 = 4.7 and thickness h2 = 1.6 mm. Using HP 

8510C Vector Network analyzer the reflection and radiation characteristic of 

this RMSA with PBG backed ground plane is studied. When placed on a 

metallic ground plane this antenna resonated at 2.3 GHz. The return loss of the 

antenna showed a frequency shift to 2.5375 GHz with an enhanced bandwidth 

of 11.8 % when replaced with PBG ground plane. This confirms the reduction 

of dielectric constant of the substrate when loaded with PBG structures. 

Equation (4.14) can predict the resonant frequency of the PBG backed RMSA if 

&r is replaced with &rs the synthesized dielectric constant. The following things 

are fixed for the study. 

• The PBG material is designed to offer a forbidden frequency band 

around the wanted operating frequency of the antenna. 

• A feeding element is chosen and placed within the crystal to obtain the 

expected resonant mode in the material. 

Variation of return loss as a function of frequency is depicted in Figure 5.1.2. 

The red colored curve in the return loss characteristics again ascertain the 

calculated synthesized dielectric constant presented in Chapter 4. 
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Frequency (GHz) 

Rctutn Loss of the Anteruu, L xW =27x 36111h12 

E,I = 4.7, h, = 1.6 mm, Ea = 4.7, hi = 1.6 mm d = 30 mm 

3.0 

!. =0.44 
d 

For the optimization of ~-PCCt ratio for which RMSA gives better performance 

different !!.. ratios is selected The reflection characteristics of the patch antenna shows 
d 

enhanced b2ndwidth for large !!... ratios. For funhcr optimization of !!... ratio the gain 
d d 

and radiation pattern of the RMSA with PBG ground plane is studied From these 

reflection and radiation studies the aspect ratio for better radiation perfo1lTlance of the 

antenna is optimizcd to be !!.. =0.44 . The observations are depicted in Figure 5.1.3, 
d 

5.1.4 and 5.1.5. W1len !.=0.44. the antenna offered more directive pattern with 
d 

- 30 dB cross-polarization along the bore-sight direction The gain of the antenna is 

10.83 dB~ which is greater than the standard microstrip antenna operating at this 

frequency. The bandwidth of the antenna is also moderate and greater Ihan that of a 

conventional RMSA 'lhesc observations confinn the suppression of surface waves. 
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Figure 5.1.5(c) Radiation pattem of the antenna L xW =27 X 36",m~ £.1 ::: 4.7, h, = 

a 
1.6 mm, Er:! = 4.7, h,::: 1.6 nun. d =}() mm. d =0.89 

'lbc radiation pattern of the PSG backed RlvISA showed similar characteristics as 

of RM:SA on metallic ground plane but with more power coupled in che bore-sight 

direction. The radiation characteristics of the RMSA for different aspect ratio are 

presented in Tablc.5.1.6. 

Aspect ratio Resonant % Average Cross-polar 

a frequency Bandwid1h gain level (bore sigh t 
- (GHz) (dBi) direction dB) 

" 
0.22 2.55 3.14 7.24 --20 

0.33 2.54 6.26 8.85 --25 

0.44 2.5375 11.82 10.83 • 30 

0.66 2.53 12.03 10.06 .. -15 

0.89 2525 12.87 8.75 • 8 

Table 5.1.6 Radia.tion propeniC5 of the antenna L xW = 27 X 36",m2 
£<\ ::: 4.7, h, ::: 1.6 mm, 

£,2::: 4.7.h,= t.6mm, d =lO",,,, 
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Pfanar 5tnU1I1UIS: 'RI/kerion an;{ ~n Characteristics on PI1ot:onic 'BanIfgap Substratu 

Reflection and radiation properties of RMSA having different dimensions (hence, 

different resonant frequency) is studied on a PBG ground plane. Only those RMSA 

with resonant frequency that encompass with the PBG stop band is found to have 

enhancement in radiation properties. For the antennas with resonant frequency 

outside the PBG stop band no improvement characteristics is observed. 1he results 

are shown in table 5.1.7. 

Pte:q~ 

(Gib) 

2.1 

2.15 

2.5375 

3.15 

3.3125 

-4 Badw.iddt, ,Ave~ge •• 

(dlli) 

10.45 7.15 

11.07 8.76 

11.82 10.83 

9.88 9.97 

8.61 8.66 

~~~~ .. 
~.',~"gfitdUeetiOD 

(dB) 

=-19 

"'"-22 

=-30 

=-28 

=-20 

Table 5.1.7 Reflection and radiation properties of the different antennas 

a 
£,1 = 4.7, h, = 1.6 mm, E,2 = 4.7, h, = 1.6 mm,d = 30 mm'd =0.44 

The characteristics of the antenna on different geometrical shaped ground planes 

are studied. The area of the etched slot is retained as that of a square with!!" =0.44 . 
d 

An equal area only ensures equal equivalent inductance and not the identical 

response of the PBG structure (As seen in Chapter 4 though stop band centre 

frequency is same for all shapes the stop band varied). 

A particular shape of the slot in a ground plane could be more appropriate to get the 

best response. Though similar response is obtained for RMSA on different ground 

planes, it is observed that PBG ground plane with square lattice is the best. The 

reflection characteristics of the RMSA for different structures are shown in Figure 

5.1.8. The different radiation properties are depicted in Figure 5.1.9 andS.1.lO. 
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Agure 5.1.10 (b) lWiiallOD panem of the antenna. With PBG gtoUf'ld with 
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Chapter .f 

The reflection and radiation properties of the RMSA on these PBG ground planes 

are summarized in the Table 5.1.11. 

Sl()t % Average gain Crost-polar level along 
~ometry Band~ (d8i) the b()~ Jigbt ~tion 

(dB) 
Circle 4.11 8.08 ",,-24 

Cross 8.21 9.10 ",,-18 

Diamond 11.33 8.98 ""-22 

I Icxagon 5.01 9.27 ",,-19 

Square 11.82 10.83 :::::-30 

Triangle 4.11 7.165 :::::-17 

Figure 5.1.11 Reflection and radiation chancterist:ics of the antenna with PBG ground 

LxrY? =27x36",,,,2 £..1 = 4.7, h, = 1.6 mm, Er::> = 4.7, h? = 1.6 mm, 

d =30",,,, 

In the above cases discussed 3 x 3 number of slots was used and the feed line 

passed through the centre slots. To ftnd the effect of the feed line kept between the 

slots 4 x 3 number of slots is used to energize the RMSA. The results are discussed 

in the next section. 

5.2 Characteristics of RMSA when feed line is kept between the PBG lattices 

Ibe PBG structure selected is a 2D square lattice. "lbe squares are etched in the 

ground plane of a 50 n microstrip line as in Figure 5.2.1. "lbough this structure 

shows no stop band when used as ftlter this manipulates the antenna properties to 

some extent. The reflection characteristic of this antenna is compared with that 

having ground plane with 3 x 3 slots and is shown in Figure 5.2.2. 
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Figure 5.2.1 Geometry of die RMSA with POG ground plane with 4 X 3 slots 
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Figure 5.2.2 Rerum Loss of the Anlcnna, L xW =27 x 36mm 2 

a 
Er1 := 4.7,h, := 1.6 mm, Ea = 4.7,h1 = 1.6 mm, d = 30 mm, d =0.44 

The bandwidth and the resonant frequency of the RMSA with PBG ground plane 

ha\'ing 4 x3 slots are found to be lower than that with 3 x 3 slots. The average gain 

of the antenna is also found to be - t.B dBi less than that with 3 x 3 slot. So for 
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better bandwidth the feed line for the antenna should pass through the slots in the 

ground plane. The radiation pattern of the RMSA is as plotted in Figure 5.2.3 . 

• 

•• 

---- - ..... ,.. -
Figure 5.2.3 R.J.diation P'1nem of the antenna wilh 4 x3 slots in the PSG ground 

plane, LxW=27x36",,,,l £ ,1 = 4.7,hr = 1.6 mm, £,z = 4.7,hl = 
a 

1.6 mm, d = 30",,,, - =0.44 
J 

• 

Performance of RMSA on the PBG ground plane with two different orthogonal 

periods is presented in the next section 

5.3 Recta.ngulat Microstrip Antenna on PBG Ground Plane with Unequal 
Orthogonal Periods 

lne PBG structure consists of 2x2 slots in the ground plane with orthogonal 

period d\ and d2• lnese periods are selected such that the stop band center 

frequency of each period is equal to the operating frequency of the RMSA for TMUl 

and TMo\ modes. A coaxial probe is used to excite the antenna and performance at 

different feed locations is studied. The geometry of the proposed antenna 

configuration is presented in Figure 5.3.1. 
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Square slots in 
:-+ the ground 

plane 

PBG ground plane 

Figure .5.3.1 Antenna configuration With N."O ortho~al pcnods In the 

ground plane 1. xW =30x40 mm 2 
Er = 4.7, h ::: 1.6 mm, 

d l =4{) mm d2 = 30 mm 11 = 0.44 d~ 

-> 

:\ RMSA with L xW =30x40 m,,/ is fabricated on a dielectric substratc with h = 

1.6 mm and E, = 4.7. 'Ihis antenna with metallic ground plane when coa.xially fed 

gaye resonance at 1.95 Gib and 2.55 (1Hz respectively. When PBG ground plane 

with cl , = 40 mm and dz ::::: 30 mm was incorporated the antenna performance was 

enhanced. 'lhc feed point has considerable influence in the rcncction 

characteristics. Three feed points arc selected along the diagonal of the RMSA 

Feed points f l (1, 1.5) and f] (2,2.5) excites both 111.'1 10 and TMol mode frequencies 

of the antenna while f2 (1.5, 2) merges both the frequencies resulting in a wide 

band. 

Similar studies are conducted with the PBG ground plane with circular slol$ and in 

both the cases at the feed points fl = (1.5, 1) and f) = (25, 2) dual fr(:qu<-11cics are 

excited. \Vhcn the feed point was at f1 = (2, 1.5) the t\1.'0 onhogonal frcqumcies merge 

to gi .... e a wide bandwidth. "1 he return loss of the antenna is shown in Figure 5.3.2. 
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Figure 5.3.2 Rerum Loss of the Antenna, L x lY/ =30x 4Omm2 

£, = 4.7, h = 1.6 mm, d, = 40 mm dz = 30 111111 Q = 0.44 dz 

The gain of this antenna at the two different feed points is illustrated in Figure 

5.3.3. The gain of the antenna is found to be better than conventional RMSA 

'lbe radiation pattern of the antenna at the enhanced band width position is shown 

in Figure 5.3.4. As far the gain and cross-polar level are concerned the radiation 

pattern obtained is better than the conventional Rectangular Microstrip Antenna. 
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Figure 5.3.3 Ga.in of the Antenna"L xW =30x 40111111
2 

£, := 4.7, h = 1.6 mm, d, =40 111111 dz = 30 HIM Q = 0.44 dz 
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Figure 5.3.4 (b) lUdiation pattern of the anlenna with circular slots in the gtoU1'ld 

plane fed at meccntre. LxW =30x 40mm2 E, = 4.7, h= 1.6 mm, 

d, =40 mm d2 = 30 111111 a = 0.44 '2 
I t is concluded that the dual period PBG can enhance the bandwidth of the 

antenna and desired frequency can be achic\"cd by selecting the feed point. In the 

following sections DGS is applied to the ground plane of a microstrip line fed 

RMSA and coplanar waveguide (CP\1V) red loop slot antenna. 
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S.4 Rectangular Microstrip Antenna with DumbbeU shaped DGS Ground 
Plane Excited by Microstrip Feed 

The Jumbbcll shaped DGS structure is found to be effective in gi\"ing a stop band 

in the transmission characteristics as demons trated in Chapter 3. This DGS ground 

plane is used as the ground plane for a RMS,\ and the radiation properties is 

studied in detail. The DGS parameters and the transmission line parameters are 

kept as in Chapter 3 and a planar antenna of dimension L X W = 2fl X 20 mm~ is 

electromagnetically coupled to the fee line (i.e. E,] = E,l = 4.7, h] = hz = 1.6fTUTl, a = 

b, g = O.2mm, I =W = 3mm). 'lbe proposed antenna structure is illustrated in 

Figure 5A.1. The numbers of DGS eeUs (0) were increased (0 fmd the response of 

the antenna but had no effect in the characteristics and so only onc cell is 

incorporated in the ground plane fo r the studies. 

Ground Plane 
Figure 5.4.1 Geomclty of the proposed amenna with DGS in the groU1ld plane. 

r.. xW' =20x 20111",2 ,£<1 = Ecl :: 4.7, hI :: hJ :: 1.6mm, a :: h, g :: 
O.2mm, 1 =W :: 3mm 

The patch antenna l.xU'l" =20x 20",,,,2 resonated at 3.1 GHz when metallic ground 

plane is used and the frCCJuency is shifted to a lower side when DGS cell is 

intq,1Tated in the ground plane. As the size of the cell increased the resonant 

frequency showed morc shift towards the lower side but the impedance bandwidth 
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decreased. Maximum bandwidth of 165 MHz at 2.515 GHz is obtained when the 

DGS cell had a dimension of (J. = b = 8 mm. 'lbe shift in resonant frequency is 

illustrated in Figure 5.4.2. 

2.' .,------------ - - --, 

2.2 

20 -I----~----~----~---___l , , , . 10 

Lattice dimension (amm) 

Figure 5.4.2 Va.riation resonanl frequency ",;th lattice dimenslOll 'cl 

The reflection characteristic of the oes backed antenna is shown in Figure 5.4.3. 
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Figure 5.4.3 Rerum Loss of the Antenna, LxW =20x 20mm 2 
,£.I = 

Ea. = 4.7, hI = h.t = t.6mm,a. = b,g = O.2mm,1 =W = 3mm 
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The gain of the proposed antenna is found to be 5.35 dBi at the resonant frequency 

for maximum bandwidth parameters. The gain plot is as depicted in Figure 5.4.4. 

. 0 

, 

5.5 ~ + r 1 

I 

-- ~;!:~::I 

'5 ~ -

' .0 , .. , .. 2.5D ' 52 ,." '" 2.58 2.60 

Frequency (GHz) 

Figure 5.4.4 Gain of the proposed. antenna, L xW =20x 2Omm2 
, £..1 = E,2 = 

4.7. h i = hl = l.6mm,a = b = 8 mm,g = O.2mm,I=W = 3mm 

For the optirnized configuration offering maxmlum bandwidth the radiation 

pattern at the resonant frequency is described in Figure 5.4.5. Here the radiation 

pattern is found to be broad and almost hi-directional. 
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5.5 Broadband CPW-fed loop slot antenna 

The com"entional CPW-fl..><I loop slot antenna incorporated with a DGS structure 

in the feed network has been proposed and the DGS structure with square-shaped 

lattices has demonstrated as an technique for the bandwidth enhancement. 

The proposed antenna is fabricated on an "'""R4 substratc with dielectric constant t, 

= 4.7 and thickness h = 1.6 mm. The slot antenna has dimensions 

L xl¥' =20x 20mm 2 and three gap widths of 1 L =2ml1l,/ 2 =lmm and I} =4.5ml1l as 

shown in Figure 5.5.1. The length and width of the entire structure IS 

r x f' = 38.5x 25.7 mm2
• The conventional CPW-fed line is designed with the strip 

width W=3mm and the gap widthS=0.33ml1l, corresponding to the: characteristic 

impedance of SO O . In Figure s.S.I, the DGS structure with square - shaped 

lattices is etched on both sides of the ground plane along the feed line. The lattice 

dimension of the CPW· DGS structure is kept as, ilL =IlZ' g =0.2ml1l and 1= 1I11m . 

Figure 5.5.1 Geometry of me C~'· fcd loop slot antcnn1 L x liV =20x 20mm 2 
E, = 4.7, h 

= 1.6 mm, IlI =IlZ' g = 0.2 mm , 1 =1 mm.t I =2mm,1 2 =lm",,1 ) =4.5111111 • 

fxf' =38.5x25.7mm l 
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CPW-fed loop antenna without DGS resonated at 2.825 GHz giving 21% 

bandwidth. When DGS is incorporated in the ground plane the bandwidth shows 

variation with a shift in the resonant frequency. Large DGS cell is found to reduce 

the bandwidth. A slight disturbance in the current path is enough to give a wide 

bandwidth. The return loss variation as a function of frequency is depicted in 

J'"igure 5.5.2. Maximum bandwidth of 57.6% (2.575 - 4.16) at 275 GHz is obtained 

for the CPW - fed slot antenna when the DGS cell is of the 

dimensional =a2 = 2",,,, . The gain of this antclUla with DGS cell of 2 mm is 3.15 

dBi while the same antenna without DGS gives a gain of 3.18 dBi. The radiation 

pattern of the antenna at 2.17 GHz is shown in figure 5.5.3. 
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The radiation pattern of the antenna is very broad and almost bi-directionaL 1hc 

antenna is very compact and can be highly suitable for mobile and wireless WLAN. 

The CPW-fed loop slot antenna gave a bandwidth of - S8 % with only onc DGS 

wtit cell in the ground plane. So investigations were done to find out whether more 

than one DGS cell can enhance the bandwidth or not. 'Ibis study is discussed in 

the following section. 

5.6 CPW-fcd loop slot antenna with more than one DGS cell in the ground plane 

'lhe slot antenna dimensions and truce gap widths 01. 12• 1,) of this structure and the 

CPW feed parameters is retained as in the case of the single Unlt cell for case of 

comparison. 'Ihe DGS parameters also kept the same aSQ L =Qz =2111111. Figure 

5.6.1, the DGS structure with square - shaped lattices is etched on both sides of the 

ground plane along the feed line placed at a distance d with the number of ceUs 

etched Il = 2 
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Figure 5.6.1 Geomeuy of the CPW-fcd loop slot antenna, ,. =2 

L x lF =20x 2011'111'1 1 
E, :;:: 4.7, h ::; 1.6mm at =a2 =2",,,,, g = 0.2 mm , 

1 =111'111'1.11 =211111'1,/ 2 = 1 11'111'1.1 J =4.511'111'1 

CPW-fcd loop antenna with 2 DGS cells having a1 =az =2111m is fabricated on an 

FR4 substrate. The spacing d bctwcen the cells is varied to optimizc for maximum 

impedancc bandwidth. As thc spacing increased the resonant frequency gets shifted 

towards the lower side with a decrease in the band\\·idth. 'These results an: 

presenccd in Figure 5.6.2. 

'" 
~ 
§ --- ~mwboon 

1: - upnmcntIJ 
~50 +---------"'-• <D .. 

, 6 8 

spacing d (mm) 
" 

Figure ,5.6.2 Variation of % bandwKlth \I, .. ith spacing d L xW' =20x 20"'11'1 1 E, :;:: 4.7, h:;:: 1.6 

mm,a l =a2 =2",111, g =0.2mm,I= l mm,lt =211'111'1,/ 2 =111'111'1 ,I J =4.511'111'1 
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Ibc reflection characteristic fOf maximum bandwidth spacing is depicted in Figure 

5.6.3. 
O r---------------------~----------_, 

." 

2.0 25 3.0 3.5 ' .0 5.0 

Frequency (GHz) 

Fig ... 5.6.3 Return l..ossofthe Antenna. " =2 , 4= 4-, L xW =20x20mm2 
£, = 4.7, 

h= 1.6 mm, a. 2md4 g=0.2mm,l=lmm ,I I =2111",,/ 2 = Imm ,I j =4.5mlll 

An optimum bandwidth of 73.4% at 248 GHz is obtained when d = 4mm 

experimentally. 'The gain of this antenna with DGS cell of 2 mm spaced 4 mm apart is 

3.18 dBi. The radiation pattern of the antenna at 248 GHz is shown in figure 5.6.4. 
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Figure 5.6.4 IUdiationpanemohhe antmna, " =2 ,L xW =20x 20mm 2 
E. = 4.7,h= 1.6 

mm,d=4mm, 01 =2111111, g = 0.2 mm • /=1",111 I L =2",,,,, '2 = 1 mm 'j =4.5 mm 
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The impedance bandwidth is found to decrease with 3 DGS cells in the ground 

plane but the gain gets enhanced to 3.3 dBi with resonant frequency shift to 

2.875 GH,. 

The shape of the pattern for number of DGS cells lI'=l,2all'd3almost remained 

the same with slight variations in the cross-polar level. The variation of 

impedance bandwidth with number of DGS cells is depicted in Figure 5.6.5 and 

the reflection characteristics is compared and illustrated in Figure 5.6.6. 
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5.7 Antenna Characteristics - Consolidated 

The antennas used in the study have rectangular geometry but other shapes will 

also have the benefit of PBG / DGS property by properly choosing of the 

parameters. The core inference from the experimental. simulation and FDID 

analysis is that the inclusion of PBG / DGS in the ground plane of RMSA 

enhances the impedance bandwidth and the radiation panem of the antenna and 

couples morc power in the borc.sight direction compared to those antcfUl3S with 

conventional metallic ground plane. This increase in the gain is due to the 

suppression of surface waves. 

For microstrip fed RMSA. PBG square lattice with square shaped slots is found to 

be more effective in suppressing surface waves than the other geometrical slots 

under study. The gain of the antenna is also improved indicating the effcctives of 
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PBG ground plane in surface wave suppression. DeS is used in the ground plane 

of microstrip line and coplanar waveguide to energize microstrip antennas. 

Inclusion of PRe structures in the ground plane shifted the resonant frequency of 

the Rl\fSA to\vard the higher side while DGS shifted it to a lower side. These 

antennas are found to have enhanced reflection characteristics compared to that on 

conventional metaIIic ground plane. Dumbbell shaped Des in the ground plane of 

the RMSA improved the bandwidth with excellent radiation characteristics. Single 

cell in the ground plane is found to be effective for enhancement of antenna 

properties than multiple cells in the ground plane. \'Vhen DCS is applied to the 

CPW-fed loop slot antenna ground plane it is found to ha\'e an improved 

bandwidth \vith moderate gain. The 2 DeS cell structure is found to be an ideal 

choice for \vide bandwidth and gain Characteristics of diffrent antennas are 

presented in the table below. 

Antenna % bandwidth Gain (dBi) Cross-polar 
level 

AAIS;\ with PBG ground plane 
- electromagnetic coupling- 11.8 10.8 --30 

microstrip fed 

(3 x3 slots) 

R~ISA \vith PBG ground plane 11 8 -30 
(probe fed at centre) 

RMSA with DC S ground 6.6 5.6 -18 
plane - electromagnetic 

coupling - microstrip fed 

J .oop Slot with DGS n=l 57.6 3.2 - 9 
ground plane of 

n=2 73.4 3.2 - 10 CPW 

n=3 23.9 3.3 - 9 
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%ree 6roaa areas are aiscussea in this thesis 

• Computation of 6ana gap 

• CJ)esign ana anaCysis of compact high peifonnance 
6ana stop filters 

• ;4naCysis of wwe6ana hitJh gain microstrip antennas 

6.1 Computation of band gap 

Chapter 2 discusses in depth the fundamental understanding of the electromagnetic 

waves in a periodic medilUll and computation of band gap. The Band Gap origin in 

Photonic crystal is explained with the help of Maxwell's equation and Bloch

Floquet's theorem. The band diagram is computed and presented in chapter 2. 

6.2 Design and analysis of compact high petformance band stop filters 

Filters play imponant roles in many RF/ microwave applications. They are used to 

separate or combine different frequencies. The electromagnetic spectrum is limited 

and has to be shared; filters are used to select or confine the RP/microwave signals 

within assigned spectral limits. Emerging applications such as wireless 

communications continue to challenge RF / microwave filters with ever more 

stringent requirements higher perfonnance, smaller size, lighter weight, and lower 

cost. Depending on the requirements and specifications, RP/microwave filters may 

be designed as lumped element or distributed element circuits; they may be realized 

in various transmission line structures, such as wave guide , coaxial line, and 

ffilCrostnp. 
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We have introduced in this thesis the limitations of classical microstrip line based 

band stop filters and way to improve the design and response by using the 

photonic band gap and defected ground plane structures. Four types of planar 

filters are presented and examined. These filters are 

• PBG for micro strip line 

• Dumbbell DGS for microstrip line 

• DGS for coplanar wave guide 

• DGS for asymmetric coplanar wavegtilde 

New investigations are presented on the choice of geometrical shapes for the PBG 

structure as an element for the band stop filter. Six such geometric shapes are 

studied. For fUIther compactness the microstrip line is introduced with a dumbbell 

shaped DGS structure in the ground plane which effectively rejects the frequency 

range of concern. Idea of DGS is extended to the coplanar waveguide and 

asynunetric coplanar waveguide. Design and analysis of each of these filters is 

illustrated in Chapter 4. 

6.3 Design of new wide band high gain microstrip antennas 

An antenna serves as the "transition" between the RP front-end circuitry and the 

radiation and propagation of electromagnetic waves in free space. Antennas play a 

critical role in microwave and other wireless applications systems. Planar oriented 

antenna, such as microstrip patch has· attracted significant attention among antenna 

engineers due to the tremendous benefits they bring to modem wireless systems in 

comparison to more conventional designs. 

We have introduced in this thesis the PBG backed ground plane for patch antennas 

to increase its bandwidth. By choosing the suitable substrate, period and shape of 

the PBG strucrure a bandwidth of - 12 % is obtained from a simple, low profile, 
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and light weight Microstrip antenna. For many applications such as satellite 

communications and mobile radio, for which printed antennas are otherwise well 

suited, low gain may be a serious disadvantage. The electromagnetically coupled 

RMSA has been investigated to improve the gain and bandwidth with PBG 

structures in the ground plane. Probe fed PBG backed dual period RMSA further 

enhanced the bandwidth. These antennas are made compact yet by replacing PBG 

with DGS elements for microstrip strip fed patch antenna. Insertion of PBG 

structures in the ground plane of patch antennas shifted the resonant frequency 

toward the higher side while DGS shifted it to a lower side. DGS is used in the 

ground plane of QlW and wide bandwidth is achieved. Number of DGS cells for 

optimum bandwidth is also optimized and presented in Chapter 5. Though 

rectangular shaped antennas is discussed in detail these inferences hold good for 

antennas of any geometric shapes. 

6.4 Suggestions for future work 

Based on observations gathered while completing this thesis certain topICs 1$ 

identified which would benefit further investigation. 

• It was found that the geometrical shapes of the PBG - circle, cross, 

diamond, hexagon, square, triangle etc influence on the sharpness of the 

transition and stop band rejection. It will be an interesting to investigate the 

effect of these geometrical shapes as DGS in the ground plane and study 

the stop band characteristics. 

• Since DGS cells have inherently resonant properties, many of them have 

been used in filtering circuits to improve the stop and pass band 

characteristics. The DGS have been proposed for improving the spurious 

response of microstrip band stop filters. Further DGS can be used with 

couplers, hybrid rings, coupled microstrip line band pass filters etc. 
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• 

• 

In all the filter:; Butterwonh response is achieved and further one can 

design band pass / band stop filter:; with Chebyshev or pseudo-elliptic 

responses by applying suitable PBG / DGS elements. 

PBG / DGS can be used to make tunable filters by implementing BST as 

the host material. 

• Complete band gap can be achieved by extending the perforations in three 

dimensions for PBG structures. 

• Gain of aw - DGS fed antennas can be enhance by incorporating active 

elements in the circuitry. 
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(]3road 6and dieCectric resonator antennas e~cited 6y mOdified 
microstnp fine teclinique is proposed. 71ie effect of geometry 
mOdifications of miaostrip feed fine on tlie gain} 6andwUftli and 
radiation peifonnances of tlie antenna lias aCso 6een investigated. 
Por tlie proposed antennas tlie radiation peifo171lance was 
compara6Ce and gain was 6etter tlian tliat of conventiona{ 
microstrip patcli antennas 

A 1 Introduction to Dielectric Resonator Antennas 

Ceramic dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) have the inherent advantages 

like high radiation efficiency and large impedance bandwidth owing to their 

lower ohmic loss compared with conventional microstrip patch antennas. The 

resonant frequency and operating bandwidth of a DRA can be easily 

controlled by choosing the dielectric constant and dimensions of the dielectric 

resonator (DR) material used. DRAs can be of any shape and each shape has 

many resonant modes [1] which have different radiation characteristics. 

Land T-shaped microstrip line excitation was used for enhancing the 

bandwidth of microstrip patch antennas [2)3] and the same technique is 

implemented for DRAs. In the present study the Dielectric Resonator (DR) 

used and its material properties is presented in the Table.A.l.l. 
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Properties 

l\faterial Ca j Nb2TiO l2 

Density 4.05 g/cm 3 

dielectric constant 48 

Qux f 26,000GHz (at 4GHz) 

temperature coefficient of the 40 ppm;oC 

resonant frequency 

Table. A.1.1 I\!atcrial properties of the 0 R 

Different shapes (cylindrical and rectangular) of DR made of CasNb2Ti012 [41 are 

prepared yia solid-state ceramic technology. The radiation and reflection properties 

of these DR's are studied on modified microstrip feeds - the L-shaped feed and the 

T-shaped feed. The characteristics of DRA on these modified feeds are compared 

with that on microstrip feed. The dimensions of the DR used for the study is 

shown in the table. A.1.2. 

Shape Dimensions 

Diameter = 24.15 mm 
Cylindrical 

Height:::: 6.81 mm 

I.ength = 22.5 mm 

Rectangular Breadth:::: 11.9 mm 

Height:::: 5.55 mm 

Table. A.1.2 Dimensions of the DR 
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A.2 Broad band Cylindrical Dielectric Resonator Antennas 

The cylindrical DR with diameter, D = 24.15 mm and height H= 6.81 mm tS 

excited by an I.-strip feed fabricated on a substrate of dielectric constant Er = 4.28 

and thickness h = 1.6 mm. The width of S, and S2 is the same to assure son 
impedance of the feed line. Cylindrical DRA loaded on an L-shaped feed is shown 

in rigure.A.2.1 (a) and the T-shaped feed is shown in Figure.A.2.1 (b). 

Cylindrical OR 

Figure A.2.1 (a) Geometry of the I..-shaped fed Cyhndr1cal Figure A.2.1 (b) T-shapcd feed 
Dielectric Resonator Antenna 

The relative position of the DR on the modified miccostrip feed is optimized to 

obtain maximum impedance matching. 'the feed length S, of the feed is kept 

constant as 50 mm and the feed segment length 52 is varied from 0 to 40 mm for 

optimum bandwidth in both the cases. When 52 = 0, the modified feed acts as a 

conventional microstrip feed. Variation in the percentage bandwidth with feed 

segment length (5J is shown in Figure A.2.2. 
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" 

O +-------r-----~ __ ----~------~ 
o 10 20 30 

Feed Segment Length (52 mm) 

Figure A..2.2. Vanallo n o f % Bandwidth With feed scgmenl1engths 

h :::: t.6mm,£. = 428,5. -= .5Omm,D :: U 15 mm, 11= 6.81 mm, £.:k = 48. 

The amcnna is found to give a 2:1 VS\VR bandwidth of 18.47 % (2455 - 2.95 

GHz) fo, the L-shaped feed and - 26 % ( 2.4 - 3.075 G llz) is obtained fo , the T-

shaped feed, when 52 = 30 mm. Variation of 511 as a function of frequency at the 

optimized position for the modified feeds is shown in f'igure A.2 3. 

0r------------------------------, 

." 

- L .sh:.r.ped feed 
--- \lu;:t05tnp feed 
--- T- 5hapcd feN 

+-

26 28 3.0 
Frequency (GHz) 

Figure A.2.2. Variation o f return loss with (rcqucnC)' 
h ::: 1.6mm, £. = 428, 51 :::: .5Omm, Sz:::: 30 mm, 0 :::: 24. 15 mm, H= 6.81 mm, F.Io= 48. 
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The gain of these antennas is found to be comparable with that of a conventional 

microstrip antenna. The comparative gain is presented in Table.A.23. 

Feed used Gain (dBi) in the bore-

sight direction 

Microstrip feed 9.1 

L - Shaped feed 10.23 

T - shaped feed 8.3 

TableA.2.3 Gain of the broad band cylindt:ic:a.l dielectric resonator antenna 

h = 1.6nun,£.= 4.28,SI = 5Omm.S2 = 30 mm 
0= 24.15 mm. H= 6.81 mm, r..= 48. 

The radiation pattern of the antenna at the resonating frequency for the optimized 

feed parameters is shown in Figure A24 . 
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FlgunI A.2.4 Radiation pattern of the antenna at 2.6 GHx 
(a) L..luped f,od (b) T- .luped food 
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A.3 Broad band Rectangular Dielectric Resonator Antennas 

A rectangular DR with Length L = 225 m, Breadth B = 11.9 mm and Height H = 

S.sS mm is energized by a SO n modjfied microstrip line printed on a substrate of 

thickness h = 1.6 mm and dielectric constant E,;;;; 4.28. 

The feed length SI is fixed at 50 mm and the ann length S1 is varied from 0 to 40 

mm. The position of the DR on the feed line is optimized to provide coupling 

between the microstrip line and the rectangular OR, hence achieving maximwn 

matching at the desired frequency. Excellent matching was observed when the OR 

was placed at the junction (SI;;;; 50 mm) of the branched I . and T-feed line with its 

length exactly over the ann length (JJ direction, as depicted in figure A.3.t. ror 

optimwn arm length and position on the feed line, the DR was glued to the 

substrate over the feed line. 

Rcct.'W',,, DR 

- shaped fced 

Figure A.3.1(1) Geometry of the T-sluped 
fed Rectangular ORA Figure A.3.1 (b) I.-shaped feed 

The "ariation of % bandwidth with the ann length of T-feed line is illustrated in 

Figure A.3.2. The bandwidth increased with the arm length, reached a maximwn at 

S2 = 3S mm, and then decreased for both the feeds. This was taken as the oprimwn 

feed-length dimension and all the antenna characteristics were measured after 

fOOng the OR over the feed line in the optimized position. 
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~ r---------------------------------, 

25 1-------
- L-sh:apcd feed 
- 'r -duped feed 
I 

O +--------r------~ __ ------,_------~ 
o 

Figure A.J.2. 

10 20 30 " Feed Segment length (52 mm) 

VatUoon of % Bandwidth with feed segment lengths 
h = 1.6mm, E, = 4.28, SI = 50mm 
L = 225 m, B = 11.9 mm, H = 5.55 mm, £m: 48. 

Figure A.3.3 shows the \'ariation of SII of the rectangular DRA, with the DR at the 

optimized position. The measwed resonant frequency is 2.975 GHz. which is 

slightly less than that of the simple microstrip-excited DRA. 

0,-.----,--------------------------, 

uf·20 

-- I .. sluped fc:td 
-- \hcrqitnp ft~ 

-- T-I~fttd 

~ t_+--------\-J'----~,- i-

2.7 2.' 2.9 3.0 3.1 " Frequency (GHz) 

Figure A.3.3. Vanation of% Bandwidth with feed segment Ieogths 
h = t.6mm. E, = 4.28, SI = 5Omm. Sz = 35 mm 
L = 225 m, B = 11 .9 mm, H = 5.55 mm, Eel. = 48. 

" 
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The gain or proposed rectangular DRA is shown in table A.2 4. 

Feed used Gain (dBi) in the bore-

sight di rect ion 

Microstrip feed 7.5 

L - Shaped reed 8.8 

T - shaped reed 7.8 

TIbIo A.2.4 Gain of the broad band cylindrical dielearic reSOD1tOt antenna 
h :. t.6mm., Et :;":. 4.28, SI :;: SOmm. 52 :::: 35 mm 

L = 22.5 m, B = 11.9 mm, H = 5.55 mm. e..w = 48. 

The radiation pattem of the antenna at the centre frequency of the operating band 

is shown in Figure A.24. 

,. 

,. 

•• 

•• 
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